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ABSTRACT

HYDROGEOLOGIC CONTROLS ON UNDERFLOW IN ALLUVIAL

-VALLEYS IMPLICATIONS FOR TEXAS WATER LAW

by

Randall G. Larkin B.S.

SUPERVISING PROFESSOR: John M. Sharp, Jr.

Groundwater flow in alluvial valleys consists of two components,
baseflow and underflow. The baseflow component of the Darcy flux flows normal
to the river and contributes to the surface flow. The underflow component moves
downstream in the same direction as the river but at a much slower rate.
Underflow is important in Texas because the conjunctive use of groundwater and
surface water is regulated by controlling the diversion of underflow by wells.

Land owners in Texas are legally entitled to unrestricted use of the
underground water beneath their property. Stream underflow, however, has been
expressly excluded from the definition of underground water The distinction is.

important because it allows the State to legally restrict the non-domestic pumpage
of groundwater (in an "underflow zone") near streams. Regulators are interested in
controlling pumpage near rivers in order to prevent streamflow depletion.

Historically, the underflow exemption has not been well recognized by the
courts. In large measure, this may be due to the fact that our understanding of
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underflow in alluvial valleys is incomplete. If the underflow rule is to be
successfully implemented, a complete understanding of the nature and occurrence
of underflow is imperative.

This study was initiated to: 1) determine the hydrogeologic factors that
control underflow (and baseflow) in alluvial valley aquifers in Texas and the
United States; and 2) to examine the suitability of the underflow criterion as a
management tool for the prevention of streamflow depletion by wells. To
accomplish this, a data base of 23 alluvial river basins was compiled and a 3-
dimensional digital model of a hypothetical alluvial valley aquifer was constructed.

Examples from the data base indicate that alluvial aquifers can be classified
into three types based on the predominant regional groundwater flow direction:
baseflow-dominated, underflow-dominated, and mixed flow. Flow patterns can be
transient, however, and respond rapidly to changing river stage if the aquifer and
the riverbed are highly permeable. Therefore, the distinction must be made
between local, transient underflow and baseflow occurring near the river and
regional, steady state underflow and baseflow away from the river. Underflow
dominated aquifers are found in classic bedload depositional settings which are
characterized by high channel gradient, high width to depth ratio, low channel
sinuosity, and low river penetration. Linear regressions performed on the
parameter values in the data base verify the validity of the data. The degree of
correlation provides the basis for a method of estimating the predominant regional
groundwater flow direction in an alluvial aquifer based on geomorphologic and
morp hometrie data.

The results from the digital model agree with the findings from the data
base. Digital simulations indicate that the amount of underflow is directly related
to the channel gradient, the amount of recharge, the aquifer hydraulic conductivity,
and the streambed hydraulic conductivity. The riverbed hydraulic conductivity is
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the most critical hydraulic factor controlling the amount of underflow. The output
from the model is 100percent underflow at low values of riverbed permeability.

Both the model results and published field data do not support the
existence of a significant local "underflow zone" adjacent to rivers in large alluvial
systems. Close to the river, the baseflow component may predominate even in
regionally underflow-dominated systems due to the influence of high transverse
valley gradients.

There are many problems associated with the use of underflow as a
management tool. The definition is vague and ambiguous. Underflow can be
transient and spatially variable. Texas alluvial systems are baseflow dominated and
there is probably no significant "underflow zone" near rivers. Lastly, the presence
of underflow has been difficult to prove in court. It is the finding of this study that
the underflow criterion is insufficient to prevent streamflow depletion by wells.
The underflow rule in the Texas Water Code should be reconsidered, or perhaps
abandonned, in favor of criteria that are more justifiable.
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INTRODUCTION

Groundwater flow in alluvial valley aquifers consists of two components:
baseflow and underflow. The baseflow portion moves in a direction that is
perpendicular to the river and seeps slowly through the river bed and banks to
become part of the surface flow. Underflow was first described by Meinzer
(1923):

Underflow is the movement ground water in an underflow conduit.
An underflow conduit consists of a permeable deposit which under-
lies a surface streamway, is more or less definitely limited at its bot-
tom and sides by rocks of relatively low permeability, and contains
ground water that percolates approximately downstream.

Since Meinzer's time the term has been applied quite confusingly to mean
any subsurface flow that enters or leaves a basin, be it fluvial or not. In the Texas
Water Code chapter 297 section 1, underflow is defined as:

Water in sand, soil, and gravel below the bed of the watercourse,
together with the water in lateral extensions of the water-bearing
material on each side of the surface channel, such that the surface
flows are in contact with the subsurface flows, the latter flows
being confined within a space reasonably defined and having a
direction corresponding to that of the surface flow.

There are important differences in the State definition. The State of Texas
version is a legal definition. Also, the State has excluded the underflow conduit
portion of the definition so that it may apply it to all Texas rivers and streams. In
fact, most Texas streamcourses do not qualify as underflow conduits. Also,

underflow is restricted to an underflow zone that includes the bed and banks of the
river as well as "water in lateral extensions of the water-bearing material on each
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. .
.

side of the surface channel confined within a space reasonably defined".
Finally underflow is said to be in contact with the surface flow. I take this to mean
hydraulically connected.

Underflow is an important issue in Texas because the conjunctive use of
surface water and groundwater is regulated by controlling its diversion by wells.
Chapter 297, section 21 of the Texas Water Code places legal limitations on the
non-domestic diversion of underflow:

A permit under Texas Water Code 11.121 for direct diversion is
required ofall persons who propose to divert state water from a

watercourse or its underflow, unless the water is to be used for
domestic and livestock purposes. Manner of diversion may be by
pumping or by gravity flow.

Land owners in Texas are legally entitled to unrestricted use of the
underground water beneath their property. Stream underflow, however, has been
expressly excluded from the definition of underground water. The distinction is
important because it allows the Texas Water Commission to restrict the non-
domestic pumpage of groundwater in an underflow zone near streams. The State
does not have the legal right to limit groundwater pumpage anywhere else. Only the
independant groundwater conservation districts may restrict pumpage in Texas. In
spirit, this rule is designed to prevent the depletion of allocated stream flow by large
industrial, agricultural, or municipal users. Whether the underflow criterion is
sufficient to uphold the intent of the law is a point in question. Texas has
traditionally ignored the connection between groundwater and surface water.
Recently, however, the State has begun to enforce its juristiction and to require that
high capacity wells located near rivers and smaller streams be permitted (James
Navarette, Texas Water Commission, 1987, personal comm.). For proper
management and water-budget accounting, surface water and groundwater
resources must be considered jointly. Texas' alluvial aquifers contain a virtually
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untapped amount of high quality water that will play an important role in the future
as greater demand is placed on limited water resources statewide.

The use of underflow as a criterion for conjunctive use regulation requires
a scientifically reproducible and quantifiable definition of underflow, as well as a
thorough understanding of: 1) the nature of the occurrence of underflow and 2) the
hydrogeologic and geomorphologic controls on underflow in alluvial valleys. One
must be able to quantify the amount of underflow present in a given reach. The
definitions of underflow previously presented are inadequate for this purpose.
None of the above requirements can be met at present. The objective of this study
is to address these issues in order to facilitate the implementation of the law and, in
addition, to assess the suitability of the regulation of underflow as a measure to
prevent stream flow depletion.

In order to investigate the nature and occurrence of underflow (and
groundwater flow in general) in alluvial valleys, a multi-faceted approach is used
to examine elements of geomorphology and hydraulics of rivers and alluvial
aquifers in Texas and other parts of the United States. A data base consisting of
hydraulic, morphometric, and geomorphologic information for 6 Texas and 17
North American rivers is interpreted in order to delineate the critical distinguishing
features of underflow and baseflow dominated alluvial systems. In addition, a three
dimensional model of a hypothetical alluvium-river system is constructed using the
MODFLOW 3-D simulation code (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1983). The results of
digital simulations are used to test the validity of trends found in the data base. The
simulations provide valuable insight into the sensitivity of groundwater flow to

hydraulic and morphometric parameters.

Analytical and digital methods for quantifying underflow in a given reach
are developed and discussed. Two analytical methods, water budget accounting
and spatial integration in an idealized 2D system are presented in detail. A properly
calibrated digital model can also be used to compute a water budget accounting for
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the relative amounts of underflow and baseflow. In addition, site specific digital
models can be used to forecast the effects of changing demand and hydrologic
conditions in a stream-aquifer reach.



HYDRAULIC AND MORPHOMETRIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF ALLUVIAL VALLEYS

Groundwater Flow in Alluvial Valleys

Alluvial valley aquifers are composed of geologically young
unconsolidated fluvial and/or glaciofluvial sediments. Recent alluvium adjacent to
stream channels may be flanked by older, topographically higher terraces. When the
terrace deposits are in hydrologic connection with the alluvium, the two units are
considered to be one aquifer. Recharge occurs primarily by infiltration of
precipitation or irrigation return flow. Significant recharge can also occur by
infiltration of streamflow through the stream's bed and banks if the stage of the
river is at a higher elevation than the head in the aquifer. Groundwater flow is often
unconfined but near-surface permeability variations may create either confined or
unconfined conditions (Sharp, 1988). This occurs because, over time, low lying
areas away from the main channel accumulate fine-grained sediments which can act
as a confining layer. At the surface, overbank deposits adjacent to the rivers tend to
the most permeable. During floods, rivers flow over their natural banks or levees
and the dissipation of energy results in deposition of the coarsest suspended
material. Subsequently, finer and finer material is deposited as the flood moves
over the floodplain and away from the river. There is, in general, a coarsening of
sediments with depth, as will be discussed later in the section on the origin and
characteristics of modern alluvial valleys. Clays and silts are found closer to the
surface with sands and basal gravels at the base of the section. As a result of the
fining upward trend in grain size, the hydraulic conductivity of alluvial aquifers
tends to increase with depth (Sharp, 1988). Mean conductivities, however,
approach 100 meters/day (328 ft/day). The base of many alluvial aquifers consists
of practically impermeable bedrock or clay. In these instances the groundwater
contribution to the alluvium from bedrock is considered to be negligible. There are
also many situations where the alluvium overlies and may be in hydraulic
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connection with thick sequences of older aquifer materials. This occurs in portions
of the Texas Gulf Coast and in the High Plains. In this case there may be a
significant contribution from the underlying sediments to the baseflow of the
stream.

Groundwater flow in alluvial valleys is controlled by inhomogeneities, the
topography, the lateral slope of the valley (the transverse profile), the slope of the
river channel, the slope of the alluvial valley (the longitudinal profiles), the degree
of penetration of the river, the river stage, the underlying bedrock geometry, the
presence of unsaturated regions in the aquifer, the temperature of the river water,
the hydraulic conductivity of the river bed, the amount and type of recharge to the
aquifer, and the distribution of hydraulic properties in the aquifer. Hubbert (1940)
and Toth (1963) pointed out the controlling inportance of topography on steady
state, unconfined groundwater flow in small basins (Figure 1). In a small basin,
with homogeneous and isotropic geologic conditions, groundwater will move from
recharge areas on the topographic highs to the discharge areas at the topographic
lows. Freeze and Witherspoon, (1967) discussed the importance of heterogeneity
and anisotropy on groundwater flow in hypothetical valleys where groundwater
flow was topographically controlled. These landmark papers considered only 2-
dimensional flow in vertical sections parallel to the hydraulic gradient and
transverse to the longitudinal profile of the river (or valley floor if there is no
surface flow). Both authors caution that their results are valid for the case where
the longitudinal profile of the valley is insignificant compared to the lateral slope of
the valley (i.e. there is no underflow). Downstream hydraulic gradients are,

therefore, excluded from the analysis.

This leads to the view of groundwater flow portrayed in plan in Figure 2b.
The figure actually portrays an endmember situation where all groundwater flows
from higher to lower head toward the river in a direction that is essentially normal to
the surface flow. The dashed lines are lines of equal head or equipotentials. The
solid arrows are flow lines. In Figure 2b, there is no component of underflow. All
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Figure 1. Cross sectional view of groundwater flow in an alluvial valley
(fromMarsily, 1986).

Figure 2. Underflow endmember of groundwater flow (a)
Baseflow endmember of groundwater flow (b)
Underflow zone (c)
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groundwater in the basin eventually contributes to the river as baseflow. This
idealized view exemplifies the most commonly held concept of groundwater/surface
water interaction in an alluvial valley aquifer. It is, however, a conceptualization
that is not always supported by field observations (Grannemann and Sharp, 1979).
Of course, the lines of equal head must eventually cross the river at some point.

In order to quantify the amount of underflow in a reach a reproducible
definition is required. Figure 3 schematically presents one hypothetical equipotential
(O) crossing a stream. The river is depicted as an effluent or gaining stream
(equipotentials pointing downstream are characteristic of influent or losing
streams). The groundwater equipotential crosses the straight stretch of river at
some angle that deviates from the normal. As illustrated in Figure 3, this means that
there will be two components of the specific discharge or Darcy flux vector q: a
baseflow or normal component (q n) normal to the river (which may be positive or
negative depending on whether the stream is influent or effluent) and a downstream
component of the groundwater velocity (q u) that defines the underflow. It is
important to note that the baseflow designation refers only to the direction of flow
and not to the quantity of water present at low flow in a stream. The magnitude of
the underflow component is a measure of the degree to which the groundwater llux
exhibits the tendancy to travel downstream. The magnitudes of the vectors can only
be used as relative measures at specific sites. Rivers are seldom straight for any
great distance and downstream groundwater flow will inevitably be intercepted by
the river as baseflow at some point.

This definition suggests that another groundwater flow endmember exists.

Figure 2a illustrates the other extreme; the case where all groundwater flow is

underflow. All of the groundwater flows downstream and none contributes to the

surface flow. The Texas Water Code definition of underflow describes a zone
adjacent to any river in which all groundwater flow is underflow. Figure 2c depicts
this concept schematically. In Texas, underflow clearly occurs within the streambed
materials of perennial rivers and in the case of an ephemeral stream in an underflow
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Figure 3. The components of the Darcy flux q.
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conduit. Examples of the latter can be found in the Texas Hill Country and in the
Llano Uplift region. The validity of the "underflow zone" near rivers in large
alluvial sytems is an issue which will be discussed in the section on the suitability
of the underflow criterion. However, the existence of downstream hydraulic
gradients is very important conceptually. It requires the consideration of a 3-
dimensional flowfield for a completely rigorous analysis.

Streamflow Depletion

Streamflow depletion can occur most easily in the summer months when
the recharge to the aquifer is nil or very small, evapotranspiration is high, and the
demand is the greatest. Figure 4 depicts the relationship between the stream and the
aquifer in a hypothetical alluvial system. Under pre-development conditions (Figure
4a) the water table slopes toward the river. Accordingly, groundwater flows toward
the river to contribute to the surface flow. The river is said to be effluent. During
the summer months, moderate development can cause a reversal of the hydraulic
gradient resulting in river water recharging the aquifer (Figure 4b). In this case the
river is influent. Note in Figure 4b that this effect will not necessarily occur with
moderate development if recharge is sufficient in the winter. Under heavy
development conditions, (Figure 4c) the water table may actually be lowered
beneath the level of the streambed. This results in vertical infiltration of river water
through the streambed and the unsaturated zone before arrival at the water table. In
plan view, effluent, influent, and equilibrium conditions are illustrated in Figure 5.
Equilibrium conditions would prevail when the head in the aquifer and the river are
the same. Although unlikely for any extended period of time, this situation is not
impossible.
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Figure 4. Evolution of a typical stream-aquifer system's response
to well development, (after Barker and others 1983).
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Figure 5. a) An influent stream-aquifer system
b) A stream aquifer system in equilibrium
c) An effluent stream-aquifer system
(from Richert, 1911).
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Examples of Groundwater Flow Systems inAlluvial Valleys

An examination of field examples of subsurface flow in alluvial aquifers
reveals that the flow systems can be classified based on the predominant regional
groundwater flow component as: baseflow dominated, underflow dominated, and
mixed flow. Regional here is used to distinguish from local aquifer zones
immediately adjacent to the river where groundwater discharge to the river occurs
(in the effluent case) or rapid changes in groundwater elevation may be induced by
river stage fluctuations. Regional flow, then, is in a quasi-steady state. Locally,
close to the river, the baseflow component may predominate even in regionally
underflow-dominated systems. This is quite evident from the digital modeling
results of this study but it is not apparent on most potentiometric surface maps
because of the scale (see for example Sophocleous and others, 1988; and Weeks
and others, 1965). These concepts are discussed in more detail in the discussion
following the Geomorphologic Controls on Underflow section and in the section
entitled Viability of the Underflow Approach. In studies of alluvial aquifers, it is
important to consider local portions of the aquifer near the river and regional
portions at some distance away from the river because both are hydraulically
connected.

Underflow-dominated systems are so classified because the regional
equipotentials are approximately perpendicular to the river. Examples of underflow
dominated systems can be found in Figures 6 through 9 for the Arkansas, Great
Miami, Kansas, and Truckee River alluvia. Note that in each case the lines of
equal head are roughly normal to the river. Groundwater flow is at right angles to
these equipotentials from higher to lower head.

Baseflow dominated systems are so denoted since the regional
equipotentials are nearly parallel to the river. Examples of baseflow dominated
alluvial aquifers are presented in Figures 10 to 14 for the Brazos, Colorado,
Nueces, Arkansas, and Scioto Rivers. Notice that the lines of equal head closely
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Figure 6. Potentiometric surface of the Arkansas River Valley alluvial
aquifer, Kansas. December 1979(after Barker and others 1983).
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Figure 7. Potentiometric surface in the Great Miami River valley fill,
Ohio(from Ward and others, 1987).
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Figure 8. Water levels in the Truckee River alluvium, Nevada.
December, (from Cooley and Sinclair, 1976).
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Figure 9. Elevation of groundwater levels in the Kansas River
alluvium, Kansas, November, 1966 (from Prickett, 1975)

Figure 10. Water table elevations in the Scioto River alluvial aquifer,
Ohio, July, 1963 (after Norris and Fidler, 1969).
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Figure 11. Water table elevations in the Brazos River alluvium, Texas.
1962-1963 (after Cronin and Wilson, 1967).
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Figure 12. Potentiomeiric surface at Hornsby Bend, Colorado River,
Texas. May , 1987.
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Figure 13. Altitude of the water table in the Nueces River alluvium,
Texas. August, 1966. (after Sauerand Blakey, 1965).
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Figure 14. Water Ixvels in the Arkansas River alluvial aquifer,
Arkansas. 1957 to 1963 (from Bedingerand others 1970).
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parallel the river indicating that the baseflow component is large and the underflow
component is correspondingly small.

Two criteria were used to classify mixed flow systems. First, if both
underflow and baseflow predominance were noted over the study reach the alluvial
system was denoted as mixed. Second, if the equipotentials cross the river at an
angle large enough to allow a large underflow component the system was classified
as mixed. The Missouri River alluvial deposits provide an example of a mixed flow
system. Figure 15 portrays a reach of the alluvial valley in central Missouri. Some
portions of the river are baseflow dominated while other portions are underflow
dominated. In figure 15 it is important to note that the configuration of the water
table is not constant in time. Water levels adjust rapidly with changes in river stage.
This illustrates how dynamic these alluvial systems are. If the streambed and the
adjacent aquifer materials are highly permeable, the amount and location of
underflow may vary greatly with time. In this type of situation a zone of regional
flow may not exist. Other examples of mixed flow dominated systems may be
found in the South Platte, the Mississippi (Figure 16), and the Beaver-North
Canadian River valleys (Figure 17).

Morphologic Characteristics of Rivers and Alluvial Valleys

Rivers, Channel Morphology, and Depositional Systems

Rivers may be categorized on the basis of discharge for which velocity,
width, and depth are the key variables. These elements form the basis of the

hydraulic geometry of a single channel river (Leopold and others, 1964). Rivers
may also be categorized on the basis of sediment load for which gradient, meander
wavelength, width, depth, and sinuosity are the important parameters (Schumm,
1963). In essence, the channel morphology and the fluvial depositional system that
reside in the alluvial valley are controlled by the topography and the bedrock
through which the river and its tributaries flow.
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Hgure 15. Groundwater levels in the Missouri River alluvium, Missouri
1975 to 1976(fr0m Grannemann and Sharp, 1979).
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Figure 16. Altitude of the water table in the Mississippi River alluvium,
Illinois to Louisiana (after Boswell and others, 1968).
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Figure 17. Potentiometric surface in the Beaver-North Canadian River
alluvial aquifer, Oklahoma (after Davis and Christenson, 1981).
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In general, rivers display the following characteristics as one proceeds
downstream: 1) a decreasing longitudinal channel and valley slope 2) a decrease in,

the width to depth ratio, 3) an increase in sinuosity, 4) a decrease in the ratio of
bedload to total sediment load, 5) a decrease in the grain size of transported
material, and 6) an increase in the volumetric discharge rate. Schumm (1963) has
summarized these relationships for the discharge (Qw) and the ratio of bedload to
total sediment load (Qs) in proportion to width (w), meander wavelength (1), depth
(d), channel gradient (s), and sinuosity (P) as follows:

Qw is proportional to w,d,l / s (1)

Qs is proportional to w,l,s / d,P (2)

Stable alluvial channels can be classified ( Figure 18, Table 1) on the basis of the
relationships in equation 2 as bedload, mixed load, or suspended load (Schumm
1968b).

At upstream points, rivers are typically braided and bedload fluvial
systems dominate (Figure 19). Braided rivers have a high width to depth ratio,
flashy discharge, and transport coarse sand and gravel along the bed of the stream.
Bedload fluvial systems consist primarily of channel and channel flank deposits
with flood plain facies being subordinate (Galloway and Hobday, 1983). Vertical
accretion of high sand percentage (50 90 %) channel axes creates thick sand-

packages. The water table is typically deep. Examples of modern braided streams
are the Platte River in Nebraska (Kircher, 1983), the South Platte River in Colorado
(Smith, 1970), and the upper Red River in Texas (Schwartz, 1978).

As the channel gradient decreases downstream, mixed load fluvial
conditions tend to develop. The width to depth ratio of the channel decreases and
the sinuosity increases. The proportion of fine-grained floodplain deposits
increases and backswamp muds and clays as well as crevasse splays are present.
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Figure 18. Classification of stable alluvial channels
(from Schumm, 1968b).
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TabieTabic 1.1. ClassificationClassification ofofStableStable AlluvialAlluvial ChannelsChannels (from(from Schumm,Schumm, 1968b)1968b)

Type of Percent of Bedload Type ofRiver
sediment silt and clay (percent of Single Channel Multiple Channel
load in channel total load)1

perimeter

Suspended, >20 <3 Suspended load Anastomosing
dissolved w/d < 10,P>2,

gradient gentle.

Mixed 5 to 20 3 to 11 Mixed load.w/d > 10 Delta and alluvial
but < 40, sinuosity > plain distributaries
1.3 but < 2. Gradient
moderate, can be
graded.

Bed <5 > 11 Bed load, w/d > 40 Alluvial fan
sinuosity < 1.3, distributaries
gradient steep, can
be graded.
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Figure 19. Transition of fluvial depositional systems with changes in
the channel gradient and the sediment load (from Galloway
and Hobday, 1983).
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Sand percentages remain high in channel fill deposits along the channel axis, but the
-total sand percentage is around 20 40%. The water table resides closer to the

surface and is usually hydraulically connected to the river. Two mixed load streams
are the Lower Brazos (Bernard and others, 1970), and the Middle Mississippi
(Fisk, 1947).

At the downstream portions of an alluvial valley gentle gradients prevail
and suspended load depositional systems develop. Sinuosity is high and levees are
well developed. Sand percentages are low and there is a high percentage of
backswamp and lacustrine muds and clays. Crevasse splays consist mostly of
suspended load material and considerable organic material may be preserved. Water
tables are usually shallow and commonly intersect the surface along the channel.
The Lower Mississippi River is an example of a suspended load fluvial system.

Another important type of fluvial depositional environment is the valley fill
system. Valley fill systems occur where a river is bounded by bedrock walls which
restrict channel bank and bed erosion, and lateral movement. Meandering can
occur, but only within the confines of the valley. Coarser channel fill deposits
dominate over finer floodplain and overbank facies. The resulting alluvial package
contains a high percentage of sand and gravel and resembles a facies assemblage
usually associated with bedload streams. Two examples of valley fill systems are
the upper Arkansas River (Bedinger et. a1.,1963; Hurr,l972; and Slichter, 1906)
and the Great Miami River, (Ward and others, 1987; Prickett, 1975). Schumm
(1977) postulates that many ancient valley fill deposits have been mistakenly
identified as large single river channels.

Origin and Characteristics of Modern Alluvial Valleys

In the northern and central portions of the United States, broad valleys
were formed by the glacial meltwaters of the advancing and retreating Pleistocene
ice caps. High discharges scoured bedrock valleys that were subsequently filled
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with glacial outwash, valley trains, or till. River systems that did not directly carry
glacial meltwater were affected as the result of adjustments in discharge, sediment
load, and grade in response to glacial and interglacial variations in sea level
(Rosenshein, 1988). In this case, terracing, meandering, and vertical aggradation
of eroded sediment combined to produce the underfit rivers in modern floodplains
such as in the Texas Gulf Coast (Figure 20).

All alluvial aquifers possess important common characteristics. The
generally unconsolidated sediments can be composed of Recent alluvium overlying
glacial outwash or till. In Texas, alluvial sediments consist of aggraded clay,
silt, sand, and gravel eroded from the bedrock substrate. These sediments are
young geologically and are commonly of Recent or Wisconsinan age and are
typically younger than Illinoisan. Cross sections through these sediments tend to
display an overall fining upward sequence, the coarsest material on the bottom
being of gravel size (Sharp, 1977). This arrangement is the result of changing
sediment load in rivers that responded to Pleistocene changes in base level by
adjusting their channel gradients (Fisk, 1947; Schumm, 1963). Rivers responded to

lowered base levels during periods of glaciation by increasing their gradient. This,
in turn, increased the average size of suspended load and bedload material in the
rivers. As the glaciers retreated, sea level rose, gradients decreased, and rivers
deposited their suspended material, alluviating their valleys. Valley gradients at this
point were (and still are) as much as 2 to 3 times greater than river channel gradients
(Schumm, 1963). Texas Gulf Coast rivers responded to this condition by
meandering across their flood plains to dissipate the excess energy.

The upper fine-grained portion of the sediment fill is called the topstratum.
This is the active portion of the valley where erosion and deposition occur. The
substratum forms the lower coarse grained pan of the section. The alluvial valleys
generally range from .5 to 10 miles (.8 to 16 km) in width. The most notable
exception is the Mississippi River valley which can be as much as 125 miles wide
(200 km) (Fisk, 1947). Sediment thickness ranges from about 20 to 200 feet (6.1-
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Figure 20. Major rivers of Texas and geologic regions.
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61 m). In Texas, the alluvial valleys attain a width generally not exceeding 8 miles
(12.8 km) and a maximum sediment thickness of about 100 feet (30.5 m). A
notable exception is the Rio Grande alluvium which can attain thicknesses of up to
300 feet (Baker and Dale, 1961).



MORPHOLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC CONTROLS
ON UNDERFLOW IN ALLUVIAL VALLEYS

In order to develop an understanding of the morphologic and hydraulic
controls on underflow in alluvial valleys, a data base containing information from
23 drainage basins was assembled. Of these, 6 are river basins in Texas. The
alluvial valleys in the data base are identified in Table 2 and Figure 21. The
drainage basins cover a broad spectrum from small to large, arid to humid, and
ephemeral to perennial. The individual reaches cover the range of meandering to
braided and bedload to suspended load. The data are average values over the reach
given in Table 2. The table also lists the river, an abbreviation which will be used
in graphs and tables to follow, the predominant groundwater flow type in the reach,
the reference(s), and general comments. Sharp (1988) presents a summary of the
hydraulic properties of alluvial aquifers. It is not the purpose of this report to list
hydraulic parameters per se. Listings of the parameters that follow are given in
order to examine their relationship with the occurrence of underflow and baseflow-
dominated flow regimes.

The data are of two basic types: morphologic (describing the physical
attributes of the river channel, alluvial valley, and alluvial fill) and hydraulic
(describing the hydraulic attributes of the river, the aquifer, and their inter-
connection). Each type will be discussed in a separate section and the characteristics
that separate baseflow-dominated from underflow- dominated regimes will be
examined.

Hydraulic Controls on Underflow and Baseflow

The hydraulic properties of the 23 river basins are presented in Appendix 1
and the data sources are listed in Table 2. The hydraulic conductivity, the
"transmissivity", and the specific yield or storativity coefficients were determined
from pumping tests or measurements of the specific capacity. A range of values is

34
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TableTable 2.2. IdentificationIdentification ofof AlluvialAlluvial ValleysValleys inin thethe DataData BaseBase

River Abbreviation Location Groundwater Reference Comments
Flow Type

Arkansas ARK1 Garden-Deerfield,
Kansas. (70 mi. reach)

Underflow Slichter, 1906
Barker et al 1983

Influent in
some reaches

Arkansas ARK2 Fort Smith to Little
Rock Arkansas (200

mile reach)

Base flow Bedinger et al 1963
Tanada and Hollowell,

1 968

Well yields
300-700 gpm

Beaver-North BNC Oklahoma panhandle to Mixed Davis and Cristenson,
Canadian Canton Lake Oklahoma. 1 981

(80 mile reach)

Brazos BRA Waco to Sugarland, TX. Base flow Cronin, 1963
(165 mile reach) Bernard et al 1970

Folk and Ward, 1957
Colorado OCL Austin to Hunter's Bend Baseflow Brunne and Duffin

Travis County, TX 1983. Garner and
(15 mile reach) Young, 1976 .

Corps of Eng. 1976
Great Miami OA New Miami to Fairfield Underflow Ward et al 1987 Effects of pump-

Ohio. (6.5 mile reach) Prickett, 1975 age cause baseflow.
Spieker, 1968 Yields up to 3000

gpm.
Guadalupe GLP Victoria TX-Gulf of Mex ? Morton and Donaldson,

(35 mile reach) 1978a and 1978b

Humboldt HUM Near Winnemucca.Nev. Underflow Cohen, 1963,1964, Tributary under-
(35 mile reach) and 1966 flow. Often influent

Yields to 1K gpm

Kansas KAN Wamego to Topeka, Underflow Schumm, 1968a
Kansas. (30 mi. reach) Beck, 1959

Little Plover LPR Portage Co. Wisconsin Underflow Weeks et al, 1965 Considerable base-
(5 mile reach) regionally flow contribution

Mississippi MIS Arkansas City, ARK to Local base- Fisk, 1944 and 1947 Yields of 500 gpm
Greenville, MS flow, regional Boswell et al 1968 common. 5000gpm
(150 mile reach) underflow Leopold et. al.,1964. reported. Water

levels <20 ft from
surface.
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TableTable 2.2. (cont.)(cont.) IdentificationIdentification ofof AlluvialAlluvial ValleysValleys inin thethe DataData BaseBase

River Abbreviation Location Groundwater Reference Comments
Flow Type

Missouri MD Glasgow to McBaine, Mixed Emett & Jeffrey 1969 Often influent In-
MO. (53 mile reach) Grannemanand Sharp, fluent effluent con-

1979. Foreman and ditions depent on
Sharp, 1981. Stewart river stage. Yields
1982. Goraay, 1982 of up to 1000 gpm.

?Musquodoboit MUS Musquodoboit Harbor Pinder and Bredehoeft.
Nova Scotia 1968

Nueces NUE Lake Corpus Christ) to Base flow Garza, 1968 Losses ana gains
Callahan, Tx Sauer and Blakey, suggests high K
(35 mile reach) 1 965 stream bed.

Platte PT Overton to Kearney Underflow Eschner, 1983. Modem changes in
Nebraska Kircher, 1983. Lugn channel morphom-

(45 mile reach) and Wenzel, 1938. etry. Often influent.

Red FED Burkbunett.TX-Terral ? Schwartz, 1978. Lee Terraced on north
OK and Henson, 1977. and south.
(45 mile reach) Boswell et al 1968.

Republican REP Near McCook Nebraska Underflow Bradley and Johnson, Often influent
1957. Schumm, 1960

Rights RR AntigoshNova Scotia ? Trescott et al 1970

Rio Grande R3 Starr, Hidalgo and ? Peckham, 1963 Hydraulic connection
Cameron Counties, TX. Baker and Dale, 1961 with Goliad,Lissie
(150 mile reach) Often influent

Scioto SCI Piketon to Wakefield, Base flow Norris, 1983a,b Calculationsof
Ohio. (45 mile reach) Norris and Fidler, streambed leakage

1 969 based on full pene-
tration and confined

conditions

Snake SNK Southeastern Idaho. Underflow Skibitzke and Da Costa River often influent
Rigby to American Falls 1962. Stearnes et al, Groundwater sup-

(70 mile reach) 1938. Kjelstrom, ports irrigation
1976. Garabedian1986 and agriculture.
Mundorff et. al. 1964

South Platte SP Denver to Fort Lupton Mixed Konikow, 1977,1984
Colorado. Walker.1961

(50 mile reach) Smith, 1970

Truckee TRK Reno to Sparks, Nevada Underflow Cunningham and
(15 mile reach) Sinclair 1979.

Cooley and Sinclair,
1976. Cooley, 1979.
Cooley, 1983.
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Figure 21. Principal U.S.
rivers and drainage
basins denoting reaches
in the data base.
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provided when the data are only reported as such. In some cases only one average
value was reported. In many cases, several tabulated values of "transmissivity"
and specific yield or storativity coefficients were arithmetically averaged. The term
"transmissivity" does not strictly apply to unconfined systems. It is derived from
pump test results which assume a very small drawdown compared to the total
saturated thickness while equating the strorativity to the specific yield. In any case,
the term is interpreted to represent the product of a "constant", average saturated
thickness and the hydraulic conductivity.

The geometric mean hydraulic conductivity was chosen as the most

appropriate form for graphical representation in this study. This is because
tabulated reported values can typically vary over several orders of magnitude.

Some recharge rates were determined by a water budget accounting which
equates recharge to discharge. Others were obtained from digital models that were
adjusted until an acceptable match was obtained between model and field results.

Reported streambed hydraulic conductivities were determined in two ways.
Some of the values were obtained by pump test analysis. Wells were installed in
the streambed and the drawdown under pumping stress was measured. In other
cases the streambed hydraulic conductivity was determined from digital modeling
results.

In parentheses beneath the name of the river in Table 2 is the dominant
groundwater flow component: baseflow (B), underflow (U), or mixed baseflow
and underflow (M). A comparison of the mean annual precipitation, mean annual
recharge, aquifer hydraulic conductivity, and streambed hydraulic conductivity for
underflow, baseflow, and mixed flow dominated systems follows.
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Mean Annual Precipitation and Recharge

The mean annual precipitation and recharge in meters per year are
presented in Figures 22 and 23 respectively. From Figure 22, it is clear that
underflow can dominate in semi-arid and arid areas (Humboldt, Truckee, Snake).
Underflow can also be the controlling groundwater flow component, however, in
more humid environments (Great Miami, Kansas, Little Plover River). ARKI is
represents the Arkansas River in upstream reaches in Kansas. ARK 2 is the same
river at downstream points in Arkansas. The mean annual precipitation at ARK 2 is
higher than at ARKI because of the general decreasing trend in rainfall from east to

west in North America. Figure 23 is a plot of the annual recharge to the alluvial
aquifers in the data base. The very high recharge rate for the South Platte alluvial
aquifer is probably due to influent seepage of river water augmenting recharge from
precipitation on the outcrop. It is clear from both Figure 22 and Figure 23 that there
are no definite trends in these data that distinguish between underflow and
baseflow-dominated systems.

Figure 24 is a plot of the relative recharge to the alluvial valley aquifers.
The relative recharge is the recharge rate divided by the mean annual precipitation.
These data were plotted to distinguish between underflow and baseflow dominated
aquifers on the basis of the depositional system. The hypothesis is that coarse
grained systems might show higher relative recharge (i.e., a higher percentage of
recharge per total precipitation). The results here are also inconclusive. No definite
trend in the data emerges. One reason may be that some of the underflow

dominated systems occur in arid and semi-arid environments where

evapotranspiration is high. Also the accuracy of most recharge data is questionable.
It is interesting to note that the desert Snake River Plain receives a higher
percentage of recharge than the Colorado and Brazos Rivers of Texas. Results may
be more conclusive when additional data are available.
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Figure 22. Annual precipitation for alluvial systems in the data base.

(From data tabulated in Appendix 1. Data sources lire listed in Table 2.)
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Figure 23. Recharge to some alluvial systems.

(From data tabulated in Appendix 1.

Data sources are listed in Table 2.)
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Figure 24. Recharge/total precipitation from the data base.

(From data tabulated in Appendix 1. Data sources are listed in Table 2.)
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Aquifer Hydraulic Conductivity

The aquifer geometric mean hydraulic conductivity for the alluvial valleys
is plotted in Figure 25 These data were obtained from tabulated information found.

in the sources listed in Table 2. From the graph, it is apparent that there is no
discernable trend in the data. That is, there appears to be no clear relationship
between hydraulic conductivity and the relative dominance of baseflow or
underflow.

Streambed Hydraulic Conductivity

The average streambed hydraulic conductivities are plotted in figure 26. As
for aquifer hydraulic conductivity, there is no trend in the data. This may simply be
due to a lack of information as only 9 values of streambed hydraulic conductivity
were found.

Discussion

The lack of trends in the hydraulic data may be due to the large amount of
uncertainty inherent in recharge and hydraulic conductivity values. Hydraulic
conductivity can be highly variable in alluvial sediments. Gorday (1982) plotted
hydraulic conductivity data for the Missouri River alluvial aquifer and other alluvial
aquifers bordering pre-Illinoisan glacial deposits. He found no trends, only scatter.
Recharge depends on a complex interaction of many factors, none of which are
known to any degree of certainty.

Well pumpage may have a significant effect on recharge rates. If the
streambed is pervious, lowering of the water table beneath the elevation of the river
stage will result in induced infiltration of river water and enhanced recharge rates.
This is, in fact, a common practice and desirable for sustaining high well yields in
municipal and industrial well fields. Yields as great as 3000 gpm (6.7 cms) are
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Figure 25. Hydraulic conductivity of alluvial aquifers in the data base.
(From data tabulated in Appendix 1. Data sources are listed in Table 2.)
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Figure 26. Riverbed hydraulic conductivity from the data base.

(From data tabulated in Appendix 1. Data sources are listed in Table 2.)
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attained by induced infiltration from the Great Miami River (Ward and others,
1987). As an added bonus, the porous medium acts to pretreat the river water by
filtration, cation exchange, and biodegradation. Exclusive of the effects of
pumpage, rivers in arid and semi-arid regions are often influent as they flow over

porous material with a deep water table. This influent seepage through the
unsaturated zone will also act to enhance recharge. This is probably the case in the
Snake River Plain and the Upper Arkansas. In a more humid setting, the Missouri
River is often influent and the configuration of the water table changes very rapidly
in response to fluctuations in river stage (Foreman and Sharp, 1981; Grannemann
and Sharp, 1979).

Geomorphologic Controls on Underflow and Baseflow

The geomorphologic properties of 23 alluviated river basins are presented
in Appendix 2. In parentheses beneath the name of the river is indicated the
predominant type of flow system, baseflow (B), underflow (U), or mixed (M).

The underflow-dominated basins are characterized by, coarse-grained
sediment packages. The depositional environments include: 1) nonglacial and
glacial valley fill deposits (Arkansas at ARKI, Kansas, Great Miami), 2) Recent
alluvium overlying thick, unconsolidated, alluvial fan deposits (Humboldt,
Truckee), 3) glacial outwash (Little Plover, Rights, Musquodoboit), 4) braided
rivers (Platte) and 5) Recent alluvium interstratified with layered basalt flows
(Snake).

Mixed baseflow and underflow conditions occur in valley fill (Missouri)
and in braided stream depositional systems (South Platte). Mixed groundwater

flow conditions are also present in the Beaver-North Canadian Rivers (Recent
alluvium and terrace deposits with eolian sand cover) and Mississippi River (valley
fill and flood plain deposits).
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The baseflow dominated alluvial valleys are typified by a greater
percentage of floodplain deposits. The representative depositional systems are: 1)

mixed load alluvium and terrace deposits (Brazos), 2) suspended load alluvium and
terrace deposits (Colorado, Guadalupe, Nueces, Arkansas at ARK2). Baseflow
can also dominate in glacial valley fill deposits (Scioto).

A comparison of the longitudinal profile, the width to depth ratio, the
penetration of the stream, the median channel grain size, the lateral valley slope,
and the sinuosity for underflow, baseflow, and mixed flow dominated groundwater
regimes is presented below.

Longitudinal Profile

The average channel gradient or slope of the water level in the river channel
for the alluvial systems is plotted in Figure 27. The channel slope in baseflow
controlled flow systems is clearly lower than in those where underflow-dominance
occurs. Note the almost order of magnitude difference between ARKI and ARK2.
Texas rivers, the Red (RED), the Rio Grande (RG), the Colorado (COL), the
Nueces (NUE), the Brazos (BRA), and the Guadalupe (GLP), tend to hover
around an average value of about 1.6 feet per mile (.0003).

Figure 28 portrays the entire longitudinal profile of the channel for 8 Texas
rivers. Although there can be considerable variation between reaches, the mean
values in this plot range from about .0015 to .0003. Three of the rivers, the
Neches, the Trinity and the Sabine, are not included in the data base. They are
shown here to point out that Gulf Coastal Plain rivers (including those not

discussed in this report) display a similar range of channel gradients.
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Figure 27. Channel gradient of some alluvial rivers in the data base.

(From data tabulated in Appendix 2. Data sources are listed in Table 2.)
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Figure 28. Longitudinal profiles for some Texas rivers
(from Morton and Donaldson, 1978).
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Width-to-Depth Ratio

The width-to-depth ratio is defined as the bankfull width divided by the
bankfull depth. Underflow-dominated systems have a visibly higher width to depth
ratio than the baseflow systems (Figure 29). Texas alluvial systems have, in
general, a very low width to depth ratio (below 25). A notable exception is the Red
River which has a value of 109 in the study reach.

Penetration of the River

River penetration is the amount of incision of the river into the surrounding
alluvial material. The average penetration for the study reaches are plotted in Figure
30. Underflow dominated systems have a relatively low penetration compared to
the baseflow dominated systems. The penetration of Texas alluvial rivers is above
50 percent.

Median ChannelGrain Size

The median channel grain size for the alluvial rivers in the data base are
plotted in Figure 31. At first glance, there is no obvious trend in the data. This may
simply be due to a lack of data points since only 11 values were found. However,
if one were to remove the channel grain size value for the Colorado River, a pattern
does emerge. The underflow dominated systems are clearly on the high end while
the lower gradient, suspended load river valleys plot on the low end of the scale.
This is logical since median grain sizes and channel gradients typically decrease
downstream. McGowen and Gardner (1970) provide some justification for
removing the Colorado River from the rest of the data. They classify the Colorado
River alluvial valley as a "coarse grained meander belt". The basin has an
anomalously high median grain size for such a high sinuosity system.
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Figure 29. Width to depth ratio of some alluvial systems.

(From data tabulated in Appendix 2. Data sources are listed in Table 2.)
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Figure 30. Penetration of alluvial rivers from the data base.

(From data tabulated in Appendix 2. Data sources are listed in Table 2.)
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Figure 31. Median channel grain size from the data base.

(From data tabulated in Appendix 2. Data sources are listed in Table 2.)
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Lateral Valley Slope

The lateral valley slope was measured across the alluviated valley from the
highest point (exclusive of extrordinarily high points at the valley edge) to the
elevation of the channel bank or levee. This arrangement resulted in a consistent
average measurement that was truly representative of the alluvial valley. The data
are graphed in Figure 32 but display no clear trend. Texas river valleys, the
Colorado (COL), the Brazos (BRA), and the Nueces (NUE) are scattered among
the rest of the data.

Sinuosity

The rivers associated with underflow and mixed flow alluvial aquifers tend
to be less sinuous than their counterparts that exist under baseflow conditions
(Figure 33). The sinuosity in underflow systems remains below 1.5 Values.

greater than 1.5 are commonly associated with meandering channels (Ritter, 1986).

Texas rivers plot among the higher values. Of the Texas rivers, the Red River has
the lowest sinuosity at 1.3 .

Discussion

These morphologic characteristics follow naturally from the fact that
underflow-dominated groundwater flow systems are found in river valleys (or

portions thereof) that have a high channel slope. Indeed one would expect to find
all of the features associated with underflow in upstream or tributary reaches of

alluvial river valleys. Underflow dominated systems display characteristics
commonly associated with bedload depositional systems. They have a high channel
gradient, a low sinuosity, a high width to depth ratio and a low penetration.
Baseflow dominated systems have characteristics associated with classic suspended
load type streams.
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Figure 32. Lateral gradient of some alluvial systems.

(From data tabulated in Appendix 2. Data sources are listed in Table 2.)
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Figure 33. Sinuosity of some alluvial rivers.

(From data tabulated in Appendix 2. Data sources are listed in Table 2.)
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The controlling influences in mixed flow systems are more complex.
Schumm (1963) noted that his sediment load classification scheme broke down in
suspended load systems when the valley gradient was approximately the same as
the channel gradient. In that case the low gradient river could display an abnormally
low sinuosity. This is important because in sinuous systems, the river acts as an
effective hydraulic sink which fosters baseflow-dominated groundwater flow
regimes. Low sinuosity would tend to favor the dominance of underflow by
forming straighter reaches. This is probably the situation in the Missouri and the
Beaver-North Canadian alluvial systems. A very low lateral valley gradient away
from the river channel may explain the mixed flow conditions found in the
Mississippi River valley. Close to the river, baseflow is the predominant
groundwater flow component. Laterally, away from the river, the floodplain
becomes very flat and the underflow component increases dramatically. Hydraulic
factors may also favor mixed flow conditions. If the streambed and the aquifer are
highly permeable, stage fluctuations can cause rapid changes in the the
potentiometric surface of a stream-aquifer system and hence the its influent/effluent
characteristics. This is the case in the Missouri River valley.

Baseflow controlled groundwater flow then should be expected in cases
where the longitudinal slope is insignificant compared to the lateral valley slope as
assumed by Toth (1963) and Freeze and Witherspoon (1967). Table 3 lists the
longitudinal and lateral slopes for some alluvial systems. The ratio of the lateral
slope to the longitudinal slope is hardly insignificant except in the case of the Platte
River. In general, underflow dominated systems have lateral to longitudinal slope
ratios that tend to fall into the low end of the range of values in Table 3. Baseflow
controlled alluvial valleys, however, do not always have a higher lateral to
longitudinal slope ratio. In Texas, where baseflow conditions predominate, the
lateral valley slope of the Colorado, the Brazos, and the Nueces Rivers can be
anywhere from 2.8 to 12.7 times the channel slope. The values for the Nueces
(2.8) and the Brazos (3.48) fall comfortably within the range for underflow-
dominated systems. Since there is no clear cut division in these ratios, I would
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TableTable 3.3. AverageAverage LongitudinalLongitudinal SlopeSlope andand LateralLateral ValleyValley
SlopeSlope forfor SomeSome AlluvialAlluvial RiverRiver ValleysValleys

River Valley Longitudinal Slope Lateral Valley Slope Lat. Slope/
Long. Slope

Platte (U) .0013 .0000391 .03

Arkansas 1 (U) .0012 .0014 1.17

Kansas (U) .0008 .0022 2.75

Nueces (B) .00026 .00073 2.80

Snake (U) .0015 .0044 2.93

Missouri (M) .00015 .00048 3.20

Brazos (B) .00023 .0008 3.48

Great Miami (U) .00094 .0054 5.74

Colorado (B) .00030 .0038 12.67

Arkansas2 (B) .00018 .003 16.7
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argue that the longitudinal slope and the lateral slope are both important variables in
controlling the predominant groundwater flow direction in alluvial aquifers. The
lateral slope is more important in controlling mixed flow conditions (regional
underflow away from the river e.g. the Mississippi) as well as local underflow and
baseflow immediately adjacent to the river. The influence of the lateral slope is
greatest near the river where typically high values can cause local baseflow
conditions in an otherwise underflow-dominated system.

The importance of the magnitude of the channel profile suggests that there
is a limiting slope that separates baseflow from underflow dominance. To address
this, a distinction between local and regional conditions must be made. Local
conditions prevail close to the river when circumstances other than the channel
slope combine to allow either underflow or baseflow. Local baseflow-dominance is
often found in otherwise underflow-dominated systems adjacent to effluent streams
because of the controlling influence of high lateral (transverse) valley gradients. The
modeling results that follow in this study show this as do carefully constructed
potentiometric surfaces at small enough scales (e.g. Sophocleous and others, 1988
for the Arkansas River). Local underflow and baseflow can also depend on
transient fluctuations of the river stage and the hydraulically connected aquifer.
This type of situation was investigated by Foreman and Sharp (1981) and
Granneman and Sharp (1979) in the Missouri River Valley (Figure 15). The
channel gradient is low (.00015) and generally effluent baseflow conditions prevail
under low flow conditions (Figure 15b). The very high hydraulic conductivity of
both the streambed and the hydraulically connected alluvial aquifer allows passing
flood waves to significantly alter groundwater flow in favor of the downstream
direction. Groundwater withdrawals may also cause transient conditions by
inducing underflow or baseflow. In the Great Miami alluvial aquifer (figure 6),
pumpage has locally changed the dominant flow component from underflow to
baseflow (Ward and others, 1987).
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Regional underflow or baseflow conditions exist in portions of an alluvial
aquifer where water levels are not subject to transient fluctuations due to changes in
river stage. These areas tend to be located farther away from the river. Regional
underflow may also be found away from the river channel on flood plains of
negligible lateral slope. Regional underflow is, in effect, in a steady state. One
could make the same distinctions on the basis of baseflow domination. What is
important is the distinction between local transient conditions and regional steady
state conditions. When the groundwater flow in an alluvial valley is characterized as
underflow or baseflow-dominated, it is done so on a regional basis. It is
understood that near the river, situations may change drastically in a short period of
time. Surely the hydraulic conductivity of the streambed and its degree of hydraulic
connection with the adjoining aquifer must be a critical factor in controlling the
amount of local underflow and baseflow. The available data however are scarce and
insufficient to allow any definite conclusions at this point. This issue will be
addressed later in the section on digital modeling.

With these definitions, an attempt can be made to set a lower bound to
channel slopes that will produce regional underflow dominance of the groundwater

flow patterns. Based on the data base assembled during this study, the lower bound
of channel slopes is probably around .00075 or approximately 4 feet per mile (.75
m /km). This is the median slope for the Beaver-North Canadian River (Davis and
Christenson, 1981) shown in figure 27. It is the value that clearly divides the
underflow from the baseflow-dominated systems.

The Arkansas River provides an example of a transition from underflow to
baseflow conditions in the downstream direction that is controlled by the

longitudinal profile of the river. Underflow prevails as the river crosses the steep
eastward dipping bedrock underlying the high plains. Baseflow is evident in
downstream reaches in Arkansas as the river empties into the Mississippi Valley
(Barker et. al., 1983; Bedinger et.aalt. t 1963). The importance of the control of the
channel slope on the groundwater flow regimen is also underscored by a
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comparison of two tributaries of the Ohio; the Scioto River and the Great Miami
River. The Scioto River flows in a valley fill package confined on the bottom by
sandstone and shale and on the sides by carbonate bluffs 400 to 500 feet above the
floor of the valley (Norris and Fidler, 1969). This configuration is virtually
identical to that of the Great Miami River which is tributary to the Ohio River about
100 miles downstream of the confluence of the Scioto and the Ohio (Spieker,
1968). Both of these valleys could be classified as classic underflow conduits.
However, the channel slope of the Scioto at Piketon, Ohio is only .00025 and
baseflow conditions prevail. Steeper channel gradients of about .001 occur on the
Great Miami near Hamilton allowing for underflow conditions.

Estimating the Predominant Regional Groundwater Flow Direction in
Alluvial Aquifers Based on Geomorphologic and Morphometric Data

Introduction

The delineation of the predominant groundwater flow direction in alluvial
systems is important in studies of water availability, environmental impact, and
aquifer remediation. Published potentiometric surfaces are rare or nonexistent. In
the absence of published head data in an alluvial aquifer, groundwater (and any
dissolved contaminants) is presumed to flow "directly" toward an effluent river.
This may only be true immediately adjacent to the stream. It has been demonstrated
that many alluvial flow systems have a significant regional downstream underflow

component.

Underflow dominated systems demonstrate characteristics commonly

associated with bedload types of depositional environments: high gradient, low
sinuosity, high-width to-depth ratio, and low penetration. Baseflow ruled valleys

tend to show opposite trends. Geomorphologic information pertaining to a drainage
basin is usually much easier to obtain than hydraulic head data. Could such
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morphometric parameters be used to estimate the predominant regional groundwater
flow direction in the absence of head data? Further, can geomorphologic
information be used to make predictions on the hydraulic characteristics of an
alluvial aquifer?

In order to test these ideas, a set of linear regression analyses were

performed on the information from the data base (see Appendix 1 and 2). Previous
workers have found a good degree of correlation between channel gradient,
sinuosity, width-to-depth ratio and channel grain size (Schumm 1968 and 1977;
Leopold and others, 1964). There should be a correspondingly good least squares
fit in data base plots of gradient versus sinuosity, sinuosity versus width to depth
ratio, etc.

Consider the morphometric trends that differentiate between underflow and
baseflow domination. If there is a good correlation among the above mentioned
parameters in the data base it verifies the validity of the data. Also, it indicates that
accurate geomorphologic data can be used as an aid in estimating the predominant
regional groundwater flow direction. The hydraulic information from the data base
was also considered in this analysis in order to determine if there is any correlation
between the geomorphologic and hydraulic data.

Results and Discussion

Figures 34 and 35 present the results of the regression analyses. The
figures are actually correlation matrices. The same morphometric and hydraulic data

are arranged identically on both axes. Each parameter was plotted versus all the
other parameters and itself. Figure 34 presents the actual R values of the
correlations. The R value squared represents the fraction of the variability of the
data scatter that is explained by the least squares best fit line. Figure 35 portrays the
absolute value of the correlation in a pattern coded scheme that is easy to interpret.
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Figure 34. Correlation matrix of R values derived from regression
analysis of the information in the data base.
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Figure 35. Color coded representation of the correlation matrix data
presented in figure 34.
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The R values are all equal to one on the diagonal of the matrices because each
parameter is perfectly correlated with itself.

There is virtually no correlation between the hydraulic parameters. This is
not surprising in light of earlier findings, reviewed above in this study. The only
hydraulic characteristic that shows any degree of correlation with the
geomorphologic parameters is the river bed hydraulic conductivity. As the channel
gradient increases, the river bed hydraulic conductivity increases (R = .73). Also,
the river bed hydraulic conductivity decreases as the penetration increases (R=-.61).
The trend of these correlations is natural and logical. One would expect a higher
riverbed hydraulic conductivity in upstream reaches where bed materials consist of
coarser material. Also one would expect a lower riverbed hydraulic conductivity as
river penetration increases and the average size of bed material decreases in
downstream reaches. The validity of these correlations must remain in doubt for the
present, however, as their are too few data points (9 riverbed hydraulic
conductivities) to be more certain.

As expected, there is a good degree of correlation between the
morphometric and geomorphologic parameters. The R values (absolute value) range
from .65 to .82 in correlations between channel gradient, river penetration, width-
to-depth ratio, and sinuosity. The poorest correlation is with the channel grain size
and the lateral valley gradient. The degree of correlation is good enough to
substantiate the validity of the geomorphologic data values in the information base.
Also, the degree of correlation between the morphometric and geomorphologic
parameters indicates that one may be justified in estimating the predominant regional
groundwater flow direction in an alluvial aquifer based on (for the greatest degree
of confidence) three or more of the following parameters: the channel slope, the
width to depth ratio, the penetration, and the sinuosity. The channel grain size must
be used with greater caution. There will be a significant underflow or downstream

regional flow component when the channel gradient exceeds .0075, the width-to-
depth ratio is greater than 50, the sinuosity is less than 1.5, and the river
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penetration is less than 25%. These values were obtained from an examination of
figures 27, 29, 30, and 33. They represent an approximate cutoff point between
underflow and baseflow-dominated alluvial aquifers in the data base. Groundwater
will flow mainly in the baseflow direction when the channel gradient is less than
.0075, etc.

There are some other environmental factors to consider. The parameter
values listed above as guidelines are usually found in upstream and tributary
reaches. Underflow predominance is usually associated with mixed to bedload and
valley fill types of depositional systems. Underflow is also prevalent in ephemeral
streams located in semi-arid and arid regions. Baseflow ruled systems are typically
found in suspended load systems and close to the river in broad flat floodplains.

Application and Examples

The South Platte River alluvial aquifer near Denver Colorado provides an
excellent example of the applicability of this method. The geomorphologic
characteristics of the river are: 1) channel gradient .0015: 2) Sinuosity 1.16; 3)

-
-river penetration 4%; 4) width to depth ratio 200. This information was easily

obtained from published reports (Konikow, 1977 and 1984; Walker, 1961; and
Smith, 1970). In the absence of hydraulic head data, one can infer that there would
be a significant downstream component to the regional groundwater flow.

Figure 36 portrays the water table elevations in the shallow alluvial aquifer
near the Rocky Mountain Arsenal. The South Platte has been categorized as a mixed
flow system elsewhere in this report. There is clearly a significant underflow

component based on conventional potentiometric surface analysis (i. e.
groundwater flows at right angles to the equipotentials from higher to lower

hydraulic head in homogenous and isotropic media). Figure 37 provides
verification of the significance of the downstream groundwater flow component.

This figure delineates the position of a conservative chloride plume. Note that there
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Figure 36. Groundwater level elevations in the South Platte River
alluvium, Colorado 1955 to 1971 (after Konikow, 1977).
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Figure 37. Chloride plume near the Rocky Mountain Arsenal facility
(after Konikow, 1977).
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is a large downstream component to the chloride movement as the solute is carried
by advecting groundwater. This is contrary to the conventional oversimplified
notion that groundwater in an effluent stream-alluvial system flows directly toward
the river. Figure 37 also denotes the position of monitoring wells. Many of the
wells close to the river were unnecessary and missed the plume entirely.
Cognizance of the significance of the downstream component based on a
preliminary study of geomorphologic characteristics could have resulted in a more
efficient and economical initial placement of monitoring wells.

Another application of this method is in groundwater availability studies.
To intercept the most water, it is important to align wells so that they are
perpendicular to the hydraulic gradient (Figure 38). Other recommendations in
siting wells in alluvial aquifers are to locate the greatest saturated thickness and to
construct wells so that they are fully penetrating and screened in the basal gravel
bearing portion of the aquifer.
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DIGITAL SIMULATIONS OF ALLUVIAL SYSTEMS

A digital model of a hypothetical alluvial aquifer was constructed in order
to develop a better understanding of the sensitivity of various hydraulic and
morphologic parameters as they affect groundwater flow patterns. A 3-dimensional,
block-centered, finite- difference code, MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh,
1983), was chosen to implement the model. The model simulates steady state,
unconfined flow in a three-dimensional mesh that includes 21 rows, 11 columns,
and three layers. There are a total of 693 nodes.

The objectives of this modeling were to: 1) construct a reasonable digital
model of an alluvial aquifer based on physical conditions found in the field and 2)
test the sensitivity of hydraulic parameters of the river and the aquifer as to their
effect in controlling the relationship between underflow and baseflow. The
relationships between baseflow, underflow, and the morphology of drainage basins
previously established were used as guidelines in the construction of the computer
conceptualization.

Modeling Proceedures

Model Assumptions

The following assumptions are made in the finite difference model:

1) The water in the porous medium is incompressible.
2) The bottom boundary of the model is impervious to groundwater flow.
3) The groundwater is unconfined.
4) The porous medium is homogenous and isotropic in the horizontal plane.

5) Steady state conditions apply.
6) Leakage to and from the river to the aquifer occurs only through the

stream bed and not through the banks.

71
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The advantages of a three-dimensional model in this type of project are
fourfold. First, planar, two-dimensional models require horizontal flow (i.e.
Dupuit-Forchheimer conditions apply) This is definitely not the case in the vicinity.

of rivers (Sharp, 1977) where there is a strong vertical component of flow. Second,
two-dimensional, cross sectional models assume that the river is perfectly effluent
(i.e., there is no underflow). This is an assumption that is, as we have seen, not
always applicable. Third, analytical, two-dimensional models of drawdown near a
river (Hantush, 1965; Marino, 1973) usually require a fully penetrating stream; an
assumption that is not valid for underflow dominated flow systems. Finally, three-
dimensional models allow a realistic protraval of the distribution of hydraulic
conductivity in alluvial aquifers.

Mathematical Model

The transient movement of constant density water through a confined
porous medium can be described by the appropriate boundary conditions and the

following partial differential equation:

d/d\ (Kxx(dh/9x)) + d/dy (Kyy(3h/3y)) + d/dz (Kzz(3h/3z)) -Q= Ss dh/dt (3)

=where: K Hydraulic conductivity: Kxx, Kyy, and Kzz are the main diagonal
components of the hydraulic conductivity tensor

=h hydraulic head
Q A volumetric flux per unit volume representing sources or sinks of=

water
=Ss specific storage
=t time

=x,y,z cartesian coordinates of a system where the x,y, and z axes
are aligned along the principal directions of anisotropy.
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Unconfined conditions are simulated with the finite difference equivalent of
equation 3 by adjusting the transmissivitv after each iteration.

-TRj,j,k = (HNEWij,k (4)

where TR is the transmissivitv along a row, HNEW is the newly calculated head
value, BOT is the elevation of the bottom of the layer, and KR is the hydraulic
conductivity in the row direction. In the simulations, the first layer is always treated
as unconfined. Layers two and three are fully convertible between confined and
unconfined. If the head in either layer two or three is greater than the elevation of
the top of the layer the row transmissivity will be equal to the row hydraulic
conductivity times the full layer thickness.

Groundwater flow is simulated by writing the continuity equation.

=ZQi (Ss)(AV)(Ah/At) (5)

where V is the volume. This simply states that the change in storage in a cell must
equal the net outflow from the cell. Q is the volumetric flow rate given by the finite
difference approximation of Darcy's law,

Q =K A Ah/Al (6)

where 1 is an arbitrary spatial variable. In three dimensions for a given node there
are six contibutions to XQi from the six surrounding nodes plus a source-sink term

to account for losses and gains. For cell i,j,k (refer to the cell indices shown in
Figures 39 and 40) the backwards difference form of equation 3 can be written as:
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Figure 39. Flow into cell i,j,k from cell i,j-l,k
(from McDonald and Harbaugh, 1983).

Figure 40. Cell i,j,k and indices for the six adjacent cells
(from McDonald and Harbaugh, 1983).
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-
-CRi,j-l/2Jc (hmij-ijc hmij,k) + CRi,j+l/2,k (hmij+l,k hm;jjt) +

- -CCi-i/2j k(hmi.i,j )k hmj jjc ) + CCI+ i/2 j>k (hmi+i j)k hmi>j>k ) +>

-
-CVjjJc-l/2 (hmij !k- 1 hmy>k) + CVij>k+ i/2 (hm jj)k+l hm j>j>k) + Q =

-

.Ssi,j,k (Arj Ac; Avk ) (hmijik (tm tm-l) (7)

where Ss is the specific storage and CR, CC, and CV are the conductance of the
aquifer in the row, column, and vertical directions respectively. The conductance is
equal to all of the terms in Darcy 's law exclusive of the change in head. Referring to
Figure 39, CRij_i/2,k is the conductance in layer k and row i between node i,j-l,k
and node i,j,k. In mathematical terms,

=CRi,j-l/2,k (KRij-l/2Jc)(AciAvk /Arj-i/2) (8)

where KR is the hydraulic conductivity in the row direction. The other
conductances in equation 7 are defined analagously.

The only known head in equation 7 is the initial value at the previous
time step, hm~l. Since there is a similar equation for each variable head node in the
mesh, the matrix of linear equations is solved simultaneously using an iterative
strongly implicit procedure solver. The convergence criterion used in the
simulations is .001 meters. This means that iteration continues until the difference
between head values calcuated at two successive iteration levels is less than .001
meters. In steady state simulations, the terms on the right hand side of (7) are zero
since time is very large. Therefore, the storage term does not figure into the
equation. The total simulation time for the model is one year. Although this amount
of time does not fit into the calculations, it is used to calculate the mass flux rates in
the mass balance accounting. The reported model underflow values that follow in
the text and in Appendix 3 are, therefore, the volume output per year.
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In the model, leakage of water to or from the river occurs only through the
river bed and not through the banks. This is a good assumption in view of the fact
that the hydraulic conductivity of the banks is typically less than that of the bed and
the river bed is closer to the more conductive portions of the aquifer (Sharp, 1977).
If the river is fully penetrating, however, all of the groundwater contribution flows
through the banks. A term to account for seepage is added to equation 7. The
seepage, Qriv, is proportional to the head difference between the river stage Hriv
and the water level in the aquifer Haq :

=
-Qriv Criv (Hriv Haq) (9)

Criv is the conductance of the river bed and is defined as:

=Criv KLW/M (10)

where K is the hydraulic conductivity of the streambed, L is the length of the stream
reach within a cell, Wis the width of the river in the reach and Mis the thickness
of the river bed. Criv could be adjusted to include bank effects if W in equation 10

is considered to be the wetted perimeter of the river bed.

Modeling Strategy

The model simulates groundwater flow in a portion of a symetrical basin
with a river (effectively a drain) located in the middle and at the lowest point of the
valley. The river is constrained to be effluent. The units are meters and seconds.

Nine different cases were modeled based on three channel gradients,

(.001, .0004, and .0002) with three values of penetration for each gradient (30,
50, and 70 percent). The finite-difference grid is depicted in Figure 41. The total
length of the model is 53.5 km and the total width is 5.5 km. The lateral valley
slope measured from the "valley side" to the "river bank" is .002. Figure 42 shows
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Figure 41. Finite difference model grid.
The figure is not to scale.
Channel gradient = .001
Penetration = 30%
fs] River node
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Figure 42. Model geometry: cross section of upstream end

Figure 43. Assigned Heads and Vertical Gradients (upstream end)
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a cross sectional view through the upstream end of the model for the case of 30
percent penetration. The downstream end would have the same configuration only
with lower elevations. The distance between nodes in the row (transverse) direction
is 500 meters in all cases. The maximum total thickness of the model is 24 meters.

Constant head boundary conditions are assigned to nodes in all three layers
at the upstream and downstream ends of the model. No flow boundaries are placed
on the long sides and the bottom of the grid. Figure 43 depicts the assigned heads
and vertical gradients in the upstream end. Groundwater flow is downward
everywhere in the model except immediately beneath the river where it is upward.
This condition is consistent with field observations (Fogg, 1982). A uniform areal
recharge rate is applied to each non-fixed node in layer 1.

In order to perform a sensitivity analysis, it was necessary to decouple the
area of interest from the upstream and downstream constant head boundaries. This
was accomplished by making the length along the columns of the end nodes much
larger than in the area of interest. Since the model is block centered, the value of
22000 meters was chosen to preserve the longitudinal gradient of .001. This also
allows sufficient flexibility so that flow mainly occurs into the upstream end and out
of the downstream end as hydraulic parameters are varied. This strategy effectively
limits the modeled area of interest to a straight reach 9.5 km in length and 5.5 km
wide. This is the portion of the mesh containing the 500 meter square nodal blocks,
exclusive of the 22000 meter long blocks at either end (Figure 41). This decoupling
of the prescribed head nodes prevents the modeling results from being
predetermined by the assigned boundary conditions.

The hydraulic conductivity (K) of the model layers increases with depth to
account for the fining upward trend noted previously in alluvial aquifers. The basal
layer is assigned a hydraulic conductivity of .01 m/s, a value consistent with that
found in substratum gravel. The hydraulic conductivity of layer 2 is .0(X) 1 m/s.
The value of the hydraulic conductivity in the first layer is varied along with the
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amount of recharge and the streambed hydraulic conductivity. These quantities are
varied in model runs in order to assess the affect on the amount of underflow and
baseflow exiting the system.

The bottom of the model aquifer is impermeable and the aquifer is
homogenous and isotropic in the horizontal plane. The vertical leakance between
layers 1 and 2 is equal to .01 times the K value in layer 1 divided by the thickness
of layer one Similarly, the leakance between layers 2 and 3 is .01 times the K.

value of layer 2 divided by the thickness of layer 2. In early trial runs the model
was set up with higher vertical leakances that resulted in constant heads in the
vertical direction. These results indicated that it was necessary to lower the leakance
in order to obtain a vertical head gradient and, therefore, fully 3-dimensional flow.

In all versions of the model the river has a constant width of 100 meters.
The thickness of the riverbed is 1.5meters in all cases. The stage of the river varies
with the model penetration. For the 30, 50, and 70 percent penetrations the stage is
.5, 4.5, and 8.5 meters respectively.

The top of the streambed was specified to coincide with the position of the
water table (see Figure 42) at that point. The penetration of the river is defined as
the depth to which the bottom of the streambed cuts through the material present on
the valley floor. The thickness of layers two and three was decreased while the

thickness of layer one was increased in order to vary the penetration. This scheme
is reasonable since, in natural river basins, the topstratum increases in thickness as
one proceeds downstream to progressively lower gradients. Layers two and three
are decreased to 5 and 3 meters in thickness to achieve 50 and 70 percent
penetration respectively.
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Code Verification

The MODFLOW code was verified with an independant one-dimensional
flow simulation. The computed heads were compared with those determined
analytically with the Dupuit equation for steady unidirectional flow in an unconfined
aquifer (Todd, 1980). The test case simulates unconfined flow and consists of one
row of 12 nodes spaced 200 meters apart. The hydraulic conductivity is specified to
be .0001 m/s. A well pumping at a rate of .001 m-Vs is placed at one end and a
constant head of 20 meters is maintained at the opposite end of the model. The
model calculated head values are compared to those calculated with the Dupuit
equation in Figure 44. The agreement is excellent, indicating that the simulation
code is operating correctly.

Results of the Simulations

The results of 189 runs are summarized in Appendix 3. The output for
each of the nine versions of the model is presented for variable recharge, riverbed
hydraulic conductivity, and layer one aquifer hydraulic conductivity. In the
simulations, only one variable was adjusted whileall of the others remained fixed.
The hydraulic parameters chosen for each simulation are listed. Also listed are the
calculated volumes from 1) the aquifer into the river, and 2) from the constant head
upstream and downstream ends of the model. The baseflow is represented by the
amount and rate of river leakage. The underflow is the amount of constant head
output from the downstream end of the model. The effect of changing longitudinal
slope, recharge rates, river penetration, and stream bed and aquifer hydraulic
conductivity on the amount of underflow are discussed below.

Longitudinal Profile Slope andRiver Penetration

Figures 45, 46, and 47 are contour plots of head output from the first layer
of the model for gradients of .001, .0004, and .0002 respectively. The upstream
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Figure 44. Comparison of model calculated head and Dupuit equation calculated head.
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Figure 45. Contour plot of model head
output. Gradient = .001 .

Penetration = 30% .

Arrows indicate the direction
of the surface flow.

Figure 46. Contour plot of model head
output. Gradient = .0004 .

Penetration = 30% .

Arrows indicate the direction
of the surface flow.

Figure 47. Contour plot of model head
output. Gradient = .0002 .

Penetration = 30% .

Arrows indicate the direction
of the surface flow.
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end of the model is at the upper end of the figure. There is a straight reach of river
running through the middle of each figure. These plots show that as the gradient
decreases, the contours become more parallel to the river and the system becomes
more baseflow-dominated. There is a zone of baseflow dominance adjacent to the
river where the contours cross. This zone becomes larger as the gradient decreases.
If the model had been constrained to be influent the contours would point in the
opposite direction as they cross the river. Instead of a zone of baseflow there would
be a zone of aquifer recharge next to the river. In this case, the baseflow component
would flow perpendicular to and away from the river.

The results of the simulations confirm two very important findings inferred
previously from the data base. As depicted in Figure 48, underflow increases as
the channel gradient increases and as the river penetration decreases. Figure 48
plots the responses of all 9 model versions to increasing recharge. In the legend,
the gradient value is followed by the amount of penetration, 30, 50, or 70 percent
that corresponds to each line in the plot.

Recharge

Various recharge rates were applied to each version of the model in order
to determine the influence of this variable on the amount of underflow The rates.

of 0.0, 1.5, 3.0, 6.0, 7.5, 9.0, and 12.0 inches per year were applied uniformly

over the entire area of the model. The amount of underflow increases as the volume
of recharge increases (Figure 48). This result is not surprising in light of the fact
that an increase in the amount of water input to the model must result in an increase
in the output. Perhaps more significant is the underflow fraction versus increasing
recharge (Figure 49). The underflow fraction is the amount of underflow divided

by the total model output (the volume of underflow plus the volume of baseflow).

The underflow fraction decreases as the amount of recharge increases. This means
that the model is becoming more baseflow dominated as the volume of recharge
increases.
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Figure 48. Response of all 9 model versions to increasing recharge
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Figure 49. Underflow fraetion vs. recharge for 9 model versions.
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Riverbed Hydraulic Conductivity

Riverbed hydraulic conductivities of to 10"2 m/s were input to the
model while holding all other variables constant. The amount of underflow
decreases as the hydraulic conductivity of the riverbed increases (Figure 50). The
amount of underflow increases rapidly as the riverbed hydraulic conductivity drops
below the hydraulic conductivity of the first aquifer layer (.00001 m/s in all cases).
The volume of underflow levels off and declines very slowly at riverbed
permeabilities greater than that of the surrounding aquifer. The underflow fraction
behaves similarly (Figure 51). It is important to note, however, that the underflow
fraction is one at very low streambed hydraulic conductivies indicating no
significant baseflow.

Aquifer Hydraulic Conductivity

Layer one hydraulic conductivities ranging from 5 X to 5 X m/s
were used to determine the sensitivity of the model to this parameter. As shown in
Figure 52, the amount of underflow decreases as the hydraulic conductivity
increases. The underflow fraction also decreases as the aquifer hyraulic
conductivity increases (Figure 53). This means that more water is able to reach the
river and contribute to the baseflow as the aquifer becomes more permeable.

Discussion

Results of the digital sensitivity analysis confirm earlier conlusions that

were based on geomorphological field data. The relative dominance of baseflow or
underflow depends heavily on the channel slope and river penetration. The

verification of underflow dependance on channel gradient is crucial because

sinuosity, width to depth ratio, and penetration are closely correlated to the channel
gradient.
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Figure 50. Underflow vs. riverbed hydraulic conductivity.
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Figure 51. Underflow fraction vs. riverbed hydraulic conductivity.
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Figure 52. Response of model to increasing hydraulic conductivity.
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Figure 53. Underflow fraction vs. hydraulic conductivity.
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The model results show that the permeability of the river bed relative to the
permeability of the aquifer is a critical hydraulic factor in determining the style of
groundwater flow within a given reach of uniform longitudinal and transverse
slope. If we think of the river as a drain (the effluent case) the relative relationship
is clear. Consider first the situation when the conductivity of the river bed is
relatively low. If the aquifer is much more conductive to flow than the river bed,
underflow will predominate and contour lines of equal hydraulic potential will be
more nearly perpendicular to the river. On the other hand, if the streambed is
relatively more permeable than the aquifer, equipotentials will be more nearly
parallel to the river.

Now consider the case where the conductance of the river is relatively
high. If the hydraulic conductivity of the porous medium is relatively high, a larger
portion of fluid will be able to flow to the drain (river) and baseflow will
predominate. If the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer is lowered, less water will
reach the drain, causing underflow to predominate.

The riverbed hydraulic conductivity may be the single most important
hydraulic parameter in determining the relative amount of underflow and baseflow.
As previously mentioned, the entire model output will be underflow if the riverbed
permeability is low enough. Also bed conductivity can be highly variable from
reach to reach due to flood scour and the skin effect. The skin effect refers to the
settling of fine clay particles on the streambed which greatly lowers the

permeability. A passing flood can scour these particles. The net effect is a riverbed
hydraulic conductivity that varies temporally and spatially.

One problem encountered during the modeling phase was the tendency for
the hydraulic gradients within a layer to decrease in the downstream direction;
sometimes by a factor of 2 or 3. This was usually not a problem at recharge rates
equivalent to 6 inches per year (.25247 cms) or greater. Another difficulty
sometimes associated with this occurred when downstream boundary heads were
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higher than heads at adjacent interior nodes. This caused a small amount of
extraneous input at the downstream end of the model. Logically all flow should be
outward in all three layers at this end of the model. The result was a small (much
less than 1 percent) error in the mass balance accounting of the particular simulation
run. Extraneous output at the upstream end of the model (where all flow should be
inward) occurred in some model runs when the riverbed or layer one hydraulic
conductivity was extremely low. Again the result was a very small mass balance
error. In either case, the affected model runs are noted in Appendix 3.

It is interesting to note that other investigators have probably encountered
the same problem of decreasing aquifer hydraulic gradients in the downstream
direction (Cunningham and Sinclair, 1979; Pinder and Bredehoeft, 1968). In both
cases the problem of decreasing gradients was apparently remedied by decreasing
the transmissivity of the porous medium in the downstream direction. There is
some justification for this in large scale regional modeling of suspended load
regimes where the fine grained topstratum is seen to thicken downstream while the
coarse grained substratum thins. In general, within a given reach, this strategy is
not justified since the relative sediment thickness of topstratum and substratum may
not change appreciably over the modeled area It may be more appropriate to accept.

some degree of decreasing hydraulic gradient.



AN EXAMINATION OF THE SUITABILITY OF UNDERFLOW AS
A CRITERION FOR CONJUNCTIVE USE REGULATION

If the diversion of underflow is to be used as a criterion for the regulation
of the conjunctive use of groundwater and surface water it will be necessary to
quantify the amount of underflow in a given reach. In order to accomplish this,
three methods are oudined: two analytical and one digital.

An assessment of the viability of regulating the diversion of underflow in
order to prevent streamflow depletion follows. Recommendations are made based
on the findings of this report.

Techniques for Underflow Quantification

Analytical Methods for the Quantification of Underflow in Alluvial Aquifers

Walton (1985) suggests the use of a water budget equation to
determine the amount of underflow in a basin If the only source of water.

entering the hydrologic budget is rainfall, we can write an equation for the water
balance of a drainage basin,

P = SR + ET + UF + BF ± ASM ± AGS (11)

where P is the precipitation, SR equals the surface runoff, ET is the
evapotranspiration, UF is the underflow, BF is the baseflow contribution to the

surface runoff, ASM equals the change in soil moisture, and AGS is the change

in groundwater storage. This equation can be applied in the portion of a watershed
between two streamgages. The underflow can determined if one averages the data
over one year's time, assumes that the change in soil moisture is negligible, and
estimates the amount of evapotranspiration. The change in groundwater storage
can be calculated for a given period by multiplying the average change in
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groundwater level by the average specific yield of the porous medium. This
method is limited by the inherent difficulties of estimating the evapotranspiration
to the required degree of precision.

We can develop a quantitative method to determine the relative underflow
tendancy if we approximate the hydraulic potential field in an alluvial aquifer by a
series of parabolas and assume that the porous medium is homogenous and
isotropic. Figure 54 portrays a representative average parabola from such a

potential field.

The Darcy flux vector q is always perpendicular to the equipotential. The
underflow and normal components are determined by the following. The equation
of the parabola is

x = ay 2 (12)

where a is equal to 1/(4P) (see figure 54). P is the focus of the parabola. The slope
of the tangent, dx/dy, is 2ay and the slope of the normal to the tangent, qu/q n, is -

l/(2ay). The underflow component is, therefore,

=qu qn/(2ay) (13)

The magnitude of the resultant flux can be written as,

iqi = (q u2 + cin2) l/2 ( 14)

Combining (13) and (14) yields,

=qu [q2/(l +4a2y2)] l/2 (15)

=qn [(4q 2a2y2)/( l +4a2y2)] */2 (16)
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Figure 54. Representative equipotential with the Darcy flux
components.
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= =We now integrate (15) from y 0 to y to sum the underflow
components of the groundwater flux over the upper half of the parabola. We
obtain the result,

=Xq u (q/2a)log[2a(x/a)' /'2 + (4ax + 1)1/2] (17)

The variable x now represents the length of the reach over which the underflow (or
baseflow) is to be estimated. A similar integration of (16) yields the sum of the
baseflow components of the groundwater flux,

-Iqn = (q/a)[(l+4ax) l/2 1] (18)

Equation 17 may be applied on a representative, uniform, portion of an
alluvial aquifer to determine the relative underflow tendancy. The ratio Xq u/q will
vary from 0 to 1 when there is no underflow or all underflow respectively.

Digital Methodsfor Underflow Quantification

The generic digital model developed during the course of this investigation
could be modifed and used to calculate the amount of underflow in a given reach.
Of course, site specific information would be required and the use of the model
requires some modeling expertise and familiarity with computers. Use of the
model for the management of an entire river basin would require a significant
amount of effort. The best approach might be to break up the basin into a series of
reaches and develop a separate model for each reach. This might be a costly and
time consuming approach but it is certainly the most flexible. There is a distinct
advantage inherent in a digital approach. Once calibrated, the model can be easily
used to forecast the temporal and spatial effects of changing demand and
hydrologic conditions in the stream aquifer reach.
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Viability of the Underflow Approach

If the question is, "Can Texas use underflow as a conjunctive use
management tool?", the answer is yes. The theoretical and analytical groundwork
has been outlined in this study. We must then ask ourselves if such an approach is
desirable and appropriate.

There are both theoretical and practical problems associated with the
regulation of underflow as a management tool to prevent stream flow depletion.
First, the underflow definition in the Texas Water Code is vague and ambiguous.
The "underflow" zone and the hydraulic connection between river water and
groundwater is inadequately defined. From the State of Texas definition, it is clear
that underflow may occur in the streambed materials and in the river banks. The
"underflow zone" may also include, "water in lateral extensions of the water-
bearing material on each side of the surface channel confined within a space. . .

reasonably defined". The hydraulic connection between river and aquifer extends
far beyond the "underflow zone". Theoretically, streamflow depletion can result
from wells in alluvium pumping at any distance from a river. The amount of
streamflow depletion depends on the aquifer and riverbed hydraulic parameters,
the recharge rate, and the pumping rate.

A significant obstacle to be surmounted in the use of the underflow rule is
the equitability of enforcement. As outlined in the text and depicted in Figures 3
and 54, there is usually some component of baseflow and some component of

underflow present throughout an alluvial aquifer. This is true for both underflow
and baseflow-dominated systems. This means that all users are extracting some
measure of underflow. The problem is that the relative amounts of local baseflow

and underflow vary spatially and temporally. This was demonstrated in the case of
the Missouri River alluvial aquifer (Figure 15). In nature, alluvial systems are

dynamic, not static. This means that portions of an aquifer may change from being
underflow to baseflow-dominated in a short period of time (days or weeks). Even
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if an alluvial system is underflow-dominated, groundwater flowing downstream
tends to ultimately become baseflow. In some high gradient tributary streams,
underflow may actually enter the larger groundwater flow sytem at the tributary
mouth. In most cases, however, underflow is either evapotranspired or finally
intercepted by a river meander and seeps through the bed and banks to contribute
to the streamflow. As a further complication, pumpage can have a direct effect on
the underflow-baseflow relationship. The effects of changes in stage can be
predicted by models or inference from field observations. The effects from
pumpage, however, are unpredictable unless withdrawals are strictly controlled
and the installation of new wells is regulated with a formal permit proceedure.

There probably is no significant local "underflow zone" immediately
adjacent to rivers where all groundwater flow is underflow. Small scale field
studies in alluvial systems indicate that, near the stream, groundwater flow can be
baseflow-dominated even in systems that are regionally underflow-dominated
(Sophocleous and others, 1988; Weeks and other, 1965). This is probably due to
the influence of high transverse valley gradients close to the river. The model
results, portrayed in Figures 47, 48, and 49, also indicate that there is actually a
zone ofbaseflow dominance, not underflow dominance adjacent to the river. This
baseflow zone becomes more prominent as the channel gradient decreases. The
river has been constrained to be effluent in the model. The existence of a baseflow
zone would also hold true if the river had been constrained to be influent. In the
influent case, the direction of the baseflow vector would be perpendicular to and
away fom the river.

Underflow clearly occurs within the streambed materials in perennial

streams and in the case of an ephemeral stream in an underflow conduit. In Texas,
examples of underflow conduits can be found in intermittent tributaries of the San
Saba and the Llano Rivers. These creeks are bedrock lined and contain a

considerable thickness of unconsolidated granite wash (up to 60 ft). The streams
only carry surface runoff during rainfall events. At other times, groundwater can
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be found in the granite wash lined streambed at depths of one foot or less. This
groundwater is all underflow. Underflow is also present in the Rio Grande near El
Paso and is likely to be found in ephemeral streams that drain the Texas Hill
Country. Problematically, the large alluvial aquifers of the Texas Gulf coast and
contain large amounts of groundwater in storage are not underflow conduits.
Hydraulic head data are available for the Colorado, the Brazos, and the Nueces
stream-aquifer systems. These aquifers are clearly baseflow dominated.
Geomorphologic data are available for three other Texas alluvial valleys: the Lower
Rio Grande, the Guadalupe, and the Red. The data indicate that the Rio Grande
and the Guadalupe alluvial systems are probably baseflow dominated. Upper
reaches of the Red River, however, may be mixed or underflow dominated

It has been shown that the underflow component of the groundwater flow
in an alluvial valley aquifer flows downstream parallel to the river. The baseflow
component flows normal to the river and contributes to the stream flow ( or
recharges the aquifer in the influent case). If the objective is to prevent stream flow
depletion, would it not make more sense to regulate the baseflow component of
the groundwater flow? This is especially true in view of the fact that most Texas
alluvial aquifers appear to be baseflow-dominated. Thus, there is a flaw in the
concept that pumpage of underflow should be the criterion used to determine
whether a well should or should not be regulated.

An important test of any regulation is whether it will stand up in court.
Historically, the burden of proof has been with the state. The courts have been
very reluctant to accept the existence of underflow (Kaiser, 1984; Yarbrough,
1968). This may be due in large pan to political pressure. Texas voters have been
vocal about retaining the right to unlimited usage of the groundwater beneath their
property.
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Recommendations

Based upon the discussion in the preceeding section, it is the
recommendation of this report that the underflow approach be reconsidered and
perhaps abandonned. New regulations should be adopted for the prevention of
streamflow depletion. Such regulations should be drafted by an inter-disciplinary
group of scientists, engineers, attorneys, and administrators. These rules should
be based on criteria that are justifiable and quantifiable such as the pumping rate,
the distance of the well from the river, and the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer
and the river bed.

The idea of a zone adjacent to a river where pumpage must be restricted is
basically sound and should be retained. For a fully rigorous treatment, the extent
of the zone should be dynamic and site specific. An important factor to consider is
seasonal variations in recharge. The probability of groundwater pumpage inducing
recharge from the stream to the aquifer is greatest in the summer months when the
recharge is nil and water table levels are low. Conversely, stream flow depletion is
least likely in the winter months when water table levels are maintained by
recharge to the aquifer. Areas of locally high streambed and aquifer hydraulic
conductivity would require a larger restriction zone than reaches with lower
permeabilities. Alternatively, the extent of the restriction zone could be fixed and
the amount of allowable pumpage could be lower in highly permeable zones. The

simplest solution, and perhaps the most desirable from an administrative
standpoint, would be to set one standard sized pumpage restriction zone for the
entire state. This approach is probably too general, however, for effective
conjunctive use management of groundwater and surface water.



CONCLUSION

This study was undertaken in order to: 1) determine the hydrogeologic
factors that control underflow and baseflow relationships in alluvial valley
aquifers; and 2) to examine the suitability of the underflow criterion as a
management tool for the prevention of stream flow depletion by wells. The results
of digital simulations of groundwater flow in a hypothetical alluvial valley and the
interpretation of a data base consisting of information on 6 Texas and 17 other
North American river valleys form the basis for the findings of this study.

From the data base, it is apparent that there are three main types of
regional groundwater flow systems in alluvial aquifers: underflow-dominated,
baseflow-dominated, and mixed flow. The relationship between predominantly
baseflow, underflow, and mixed flow conditons can be transient in nature (again
depending on aquifer response to changes in river stage). Therefore, the
distinction between local, transient underflow (and baseflow) and steady state,
regional underflow (and baseflow) must be made. Local underflow and baseflow
are found immediately adjacent to the river but may dominate larger areas if the
riverbed and aquifer are highly permeable. Steady state regional underflow and

baseflow occur over large areas and are effectively independant of short term

stage related fluctuations. The classification scheme for alluvial aquifers developed
in this study is based on regional scale groundwater flow patterns in stream
aquifer systems.

There is apparently no correlation between the aquifer types and their

hydraulic characteristics. Underflow dominates when the river channel has a high
slope, low sinuosity, high width-to-depth ratio, and a low penetration. Such

characteristics are commonly attributed to mixed load to bedload fluvial systems,
found in upstream and tributary reaches. Baseflow-dominated systems display
characteristics typical of suspended load streams: low gradient, high sinuosity,
low width to depth ratio and high penetration. These features are typical of
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downstream reaches of alluvial river valleys. Mixed flow conditions may be
caused by several morphometric and hydraulic factors. Mixed flow is favored
when the longitudinal valley gradient and channel slope are virtually the same and
also when the lateral valley slope is negligible. Mixed flow conditions may also
develop when there is a high degree of connection between the aquifer and the
river. This means that water table elevations can be readily influenced by changes
in river stage. In Texas, baseflow is commonly the predominant component of the
groundwater flow in alluvial aquifers.

There probably is no significant local "underflow zone" immediately
adjacent to rivers in large alluvial systems where all groundwater flow is
underflow. Close to the river, the baseflow component may predominate even in
regionally underflow-dominated systems due to the influence of high transverse
valley gradients. This is clearly evident from the digital modeling results of this
study but it is not apparent on most potentiometric surface maps because of the
scale.

The results of computer simulations verify the findings from the data base
and demonstrate how changes in the channel slope, the hydraulic conductivity of
the stream bed and the aquifer, and the amount of recharge affect the amount of
underflow. At very low values of river bed hydraulic conductivity the flow is
essentially 100% underflow. Within a given reach of constant channel slope and
transverse valley gradient, the permeability of the river bed relative to the aquifer
is the critical factor in determining the dominant groundwater flow component.

Based on the results of this study the predominant, regional groundwater
flow direction can be inferred based on the channel gradient, the width-to-depth

ratio of the river, the sinuosity, and the penetration of the river. There will be a
significant underflow or downstream regional flow component when the channel
gradient exceeds .0075, the width-to-depth ratio is greater than 50, the sinuosity
is less than 1.5, and the river penetration is less than 25%. This is important
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because 1) morphologic data are usually easier to obtain than hydraulic data, and
2) many alluvial systems have scant or no published hydraulic information. This
approach will be most useful in unexplored reaches to aid in such problems as the
selection of well sites (where it is desirable to align wells perpendicular to the
direction of the hydraulic gradient) and in the delineation of the dominant direction
of advective contaminant transport in the case of hazardous substance spills.

With the reproducible, working definition of underflow and baseflow
presented in this report, the amount of underflow in a reach of an alluvial aquifer
can be quantified. Three methods of quantification, one digital and two analytical,
are described. There are, however, serious practical and theoretical problems with
the underflow regulation approach. The finding of this report is that the regulation

of the underflow component of groundwater flow in an alluvial aquifer is
inadequate for the prevention of stream flow depletion. The underflow rule in the
Texas Water Code should be reconsidered, or perhaps abandonned, in favor of
criteria that are more justifiable.



**AppendixAppendix 1.1. AverageAverage HydraulicHydraulic PropertiesProperties ofof AlluvialAlluvial AquifersAquifers andand RiversRivers

River Saturated
Thickness
(meters)

Hydraulic Conductivity
(Geometric Mean)

(m/sec)

Transmissivity
(sqm/d)

Specific Yield
(Storativity)

Annual
Recharge
(m/yr)

Annual
Rainfall
(m/yr)

Streambed
Hydraulic Cond.

(m/s)

Stage
(meters)

Base flow
(cms/km)

Arkansas-1 0-30.5 0.0023 743 - 7432 .14 -.2 0.138 0.431 0.00001 0.028
(Kansas)
(U)

Arkansas-2 7.62 0.0011 497 - 1987 .0001 - .07 0.241 1.1 1.8-2.4
(Arkansas)
(B)

Low = .61

Beaver-North 9.44 0.00208 167 0.29 0.0254 0.635 0.00000305
Canadian
(M)

(average) (model)

105 Brazos
(B)

3.05 -

18.3
0.000056 522

(average)
0.236 0.07 0.946 3.05 Ave.

low water

Colorado .61-9.1 0.000098 198.7 - 8374 0.115 0.066 0.825
(B)

Great Miami
(U)

up to
51.8

0.00126 199 -8374 0.2 0.34 0.944 0.00000177

Guadalupe
(?)

0.79 1 -4 ave.
low water

Humboldt 34 m 0.00094 2484 0.2 0.0128 0.2 infl-.006
(U) (est.) (average) effl-,023

Kansas
(U)

0 - 27.4
8.5 ave.

0.0013 2575
(average)

0.15 0.811 .018 - .07

* Data sources are listed in Table 2.



AppendixAppendix 1.1. (cont.)(cont.) AverageAverage HydraulicHydraulic PropertiesProperties ofof AlluvialAlluvial AquifersAquifers andand RiversRivers **

River Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity Transnnssivity Specific Yield Annual Annual Streambed Stage Base flow
Thickness (Geometric Mean) (sqm/d) (Storativity) Recharge Rainfall Hydraulic Cond. (meters) (cms/km)
(meters) (m/sec) (m/yr) (m/yr) (m/s)

-Little Plover 15.2 0.0009 1739 0.2 0.24 0.8 0.000023 .16 .23
(U Regional) (average) 67-100%

of low flow

Mississippi 0.000824 484 3726 .0003- .15 (est.) 1.2 3.7-13.7
(B, U regional)

-

0.14 max. pre-
levee

Missouri 18.3 0.00116 2972-5216 .15-.2 0.965 0.0000005 1.6-4.1
(M) (average) (model)

Musquodoboit
(?)

0.00118 0.0000061
(model)

Nueces
(B)

0.76 1-3 0.0039

Platte
(U)

0.00118 465 - 2787 .1 - .2 0.0535 0.637 .01 to 2

Red
(?)

0.5 low:.03-
4.5. High:
3-8.6

Republican
(U)

Rights
(?)

12.2-18.3

0.0016 2007 - 16053 0.05

0.635

0.00000041
(model)

* Data sources are listed in Table 2. 106



(conl.)AppendixAppendix 1.1. (cont.) AverageAverage HydraulicHydraulic PropertiesProperties ofof AlluvialAlluvial AquifersAquifers andand RiversRivers **

River Saturated
Thickness
(meters)

Hydraulic Conductivity
(Geometric Mean)

(m/sec)

Transmissivity
(sqm/d)

Specific Yield
(Storativity)

Annual
Recharge
(m/yr)

Annual
Rainfall
(m/yr)

Streambed Stage
Hydraulic Cond. (meters)

(m/s)

Base flow
(cms/km)

Rio Grande 0.00043 372 0.508
(?) (average)

Scioto 12.2-19.8 0.00173 1579 -3716 0.2 1.04 0.000013 1.4 0.027
(B) (estimate)

Snake 140 0.00106 401 - 353180 .01-.22 0.033 0.33 0.044
(U) (effluent)

South Platte
(M)

up to
15.2

0.00116 1800
(average)

0.47
(model)

0.5

Truckee
(U)

10(min.) 0.00012
(model)

4000
(average)

0.001 0.117 0.18 0.00012
(model)

* Data sources are listed in Table 2.
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**AppendixAppendix 2.2. AverageAverage GeomorphologicGeomorphologic andand Morphomctric PropertiesProperties ofof Alluvial ValleysValleys andand Rivers.Morphometric Alluvia] Rivera.
River Longitudinal Longitudinal Lateral Alluvial Bedrock Base Composition of Thickness

Profile Slope Profile Slope Profile Valley Width the Alluvium of alluvium
of the River of the Valley Slope (km) (meters)

Arkarisas-1 0.0012 0.0014 6-10 Cretaceous L.S., Well sorted 0-38.1
(Kansas) S.S., and shale coarse sand
(U) of low hy. cond. and gravel

Arkansas-2 0.00018 0.003 1.6-5.0 Mississippian Alluvium and 12-24
(Arkansas) S.S. .Shale and tenaces. Sand

(B) Siltstone. and gravel sub-
stratum.

Bcaver-Norlh 0.00075 0.0012 .8 3.2 Permian shale Poorly sorted, Qal 9.1 ave.
Canadian and red beds of fine-coarse sand. Qter 18 ave.-108 (M)

-

low hy. Cond. Minorclay, silt &

-

gravel. Dunes.

Brazos 0.00023 0.0008 1.6 12.8 L.S., clay, shale Clay,silt,sand, Ave. 13.7
(B) of low hy. cond. gravels in terraces Range: 0-100

Unconsolidated and Recent flood
fluvio-detaics. plain alluvium.

-Colorado 0.0003 0.0038 1.6 12.8 L.S.,clay,shale Clay,silt,sand, 3.05 18.3
(B) of low hy. cond. gravels in terraces

-

Unconsolidated and Recent flood
fluvio-detaics. plain alluvium.

Great Miami 0.00094 0.0054 up to 3.2 Shale and L.S. Glacial outwash 45.7 ave.
(U) Flat bottom with and till.Mainly Max.=61

steep sides. Classic sand and gravel.
underflow conduit. Few clay layers.

* Data sources are listed in Table 2.



**RiversAppendixAppendix 2.2. (cont.)(cont.) AverageAverage GcomorphologicGcomorphologic andand MorphometricMorphometric PropertiesProperties ofof AlluvialAlluvial ValleysValleys andand Rivers.

River Longitudinal
Profile Slope
of the River

Longitudinal
Profile Slope
of the Valley

Lateral
Profile
Slope

Alluvial
Valley Width

(km)

Bedrock Base Composition of
the Alluvium

Thickness
of alluvium
(meters)

Guadalupe
(?)

0.00018 May be 2-3
times greater
than channel
slope.

6.4 - 9.6
average.

Clay, shales, LS,
and fluvio-del-

taics.

Clay,silt,sand,
gravels in terraces
and Recent flood
plain alluvium.

7.5-11

Humboldt
(U)

0.00038 .00056 to
0.00075

.8 -3.2 Considered
impermeable.

Qal over fan and
lacustrine deposits.
Terraced. Thick,
well sorted sand&
gravel along river.

15.2 - 45.7

Kansas
<U)

0.0008 0.00096 0.0022 4.16 Shale and
Limestone.

Recent alluvium,
terrace deposits.

21.7

Little Plover
(U)

0.0012 0.0019 Pre-Cambrian
granite, gneiss.
Also fine grained
Cambrian SS.

Glacial outwash
overlain by re-
cent alluvium of
of lower hy. cond.

12.2 - 30.5

Mississippi
(M)

0.00015 0.000085 Floodplain:
64 km ave.
Valley 120
Widest in N.

Eocene clay over
large areas. Also
fluvio-deltaics

Topstratum of
fines thins on
sides & thickens
downstream.
Substratum of
sand and gravel.

30.5 average
76 maximum
Sand and gravel
half of total
thickness in

center of valley

* Data sources are listed in Table 2.
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AppendixAppendix 2.2. (cont.)(cont.) AverageAverage GeomorphologicGeomorphologicandand MorphometricMorphometric PropertiesProperties ofof AlluvialAlluvial ValleysValleys andand Rivers.Rivers.

River Longitudinal Longitudinal
Profile Slope Profile Slope
of the River of the Valley

Lateral
Profile
Slope

Alluvial
Valley Width

(km)

Bedrock Base Composition of
the Alluvium

Thickness
ofalluvium
(meters)

Missouri
(M)

Nueces
(B)

Plaltc
<U)

Red
(?)

0.00015

0.00026

0.0013

0.00046

.00048 tc
0.0024

i

0.00073

6.88 Ave.
3.2-16

.8 - 12.8

6.4 (max.)

1.6 - 3.6

LS and dolomite.
Forms bounding
bluffs on sides.

LS, clays, fluvio-
deltaics(Goliad
sand, Lissie, &
Beaumont Clay).

Pierre Shale, Nio-
brara Limestone,
Ogallala Formation

Topstratum of
clay and silt.
Substratum is
sand and gravel.

Topstratum of
clay and silt.
Substratum is

sand and gravel.

Clay, silt, sand,
and gravel.

24.4

About 80

21 max.

Republican
(U)

Rights
(?)

0.0019 0.8

0.45

Pierre Shale, Nio-
brara Limestone,
Ogallala Formation

Clay, silt, sand,
and gravel.

Shale, siltstone
and LS.

Glacial outwash.
Coarse sand to

fine gravel.Lenses
of Recent clay.

18-27

0 - 13.7

* Data sources are listed in Table 2.
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**AppendixAppendix 2.2. (cont.)(cont.) AverageAverage GcomorphologicGcomorphologic andand MorphometricMorphometric PropertiesProperties ofof AlluvialAlluvial ValleysValleys andand Rivers.Rivers.
River Longitudinal

Profile Slope
of the River

Longitudinal
Profile Slope
of the Valley

Lateral
Profile
Slope

Alluvial
Valley Width

(km)

Rio Grande
(?)

Scioto
(B)

0.00034

0.00025 0.00086

8 - 16
Max. is 45,
Hidalgo Co.
Texas

Up to 3.2

Snake
(U)

0.0015 0.0044 4 - 9.6

South Platte
(M)

0.0015

Truckee
(U)

0.0033 0.0067

* Data sources are listed in Table 2.

Bedrock Base

Fluvio-deltaics.
Goliad sand, Lis-
sie, and Beau-
mont clay.

Devonian&Miss.
shale with SS
interbeds. Flat

bottom steep side

Basalt

Shale,SS,silt-
stone,mudstone
and conglomerate

Composition of
the Alluvium

Clay, silt, sand,
and gravel.

Glacial outwash
overlain by 10-
20 feet ofover-
bank deposits

Recent alluvium
interstratified
with young ba-
salt flows.

Layered sand,
silt&gravel. Few
clay lenses.

Thickness
of alluvium
(meters)

-15 61

-12.2 25.9

Average 12.2
Max. 23

1ll



**AppendixAppendix 2.2. (conL)(conL) AverageAverage GeomorphologicGeomorphologic andand MorphometricMorphometric PropertiesProperties ofof AlluvialAlluvial ValleysValleys andand Rivers.Rivers.

River Depositional
System

Width of
Stream
(meters)

Sinuosity Width/
Depth

Mean Grain Penetration
Size Channel of River (average)

(mm) (%)

Arkansas-1
(Kansas)
(U)

Arkansas-2
(Arkansas)

(B)

Beaver-North
Canadian
(M)

Valley fill

Valley fill above Little
Rock. Suspended Load
on flood plain below
Little Rock.

6.1 - 60.1 1.28

1.47

1.35

140

7.14

0.5 20

76.5

Brazos
(B)

Mixed Load.
Incised meanders in
bedrock crossings.

99-122 at
average low
water stage.

1.6 22.5 0.3 80

Colorado
(B)

Suspended load Up to 200 2 13 0.8 90

Great Miami
(U)

Valley fill 100-120 1.3 40 10

* Data sources are listed in Table 2.
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**AppendixAppendix 2.2. (cont.)(cont.) AverageAverage GeomorphologicGeomorphologic andand MorphometricMorphometric PropertiesProperties ofof AlluvialAlluvial ValleysValleys andand Rivers.Rivers.
River Depositional Width of Sinuosity Width/ Mean Grain Penetration

System Stream Depth Size Channel of River (average)
(meters) (mm) (%)

Guadalupe Suspended load 1.32 valley 7.05 0.375 52
(?) 33 1.6 channel

Humboldt Average 1.36 8 20
(U) 24.4

Kansas Valley fill 194 1.2 64 0.7 37
(U)

Little Plover Valley fill 3.05 1.1 10
(U)

-Mississippi Upper mixed load 610 at Vicks- 1.8 0.4 75
-(M) Lower suspended load burg Miss.

Widest inN.

Missouri Valley fill 270 average 1.4 9.85 0.26 25
-(M) 200 350

* Data sources are listed in Table 2.
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**AppendixAppendix 2.2. (conL)(conL) AverageAverage GeomorphologicGeomorphologic andand MorphometricMorphometric PropertiesProperties ofof AlluvialAlluvial ValleysValleys andand Rivers.Rivers.
River Depositional Width of Sinuosity Width/ Mean Grain Penetration

System Stream Depth Size Channel of River (average)
(meters) (mm) (%)

Musquodoboit 1.1 8
(?)

Nueces Suspended load 1.94 6.5 60
(B)

Platle Braided Stream 120 500 1 200 1.2 10
(U) Bedload

- -

Red Mixed load 1.3 109 0.17
(?)

Republican Valley fill 206 1.2 56.4 0.5 8
(U)

Rights Valley fill 1.1 20
(?)

* Data sources are listed in Table 2.
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**AppendixAppendix 2.2. (cont.)(cont.) AverageAverage GeomorphologicGeomorphologic andand MorphometricMorphometric PropertiesProperties ofof AlluvialAlluvial ValleysValleys andand Rivers.Rivers.
River Deposilional Width of Sinuosity Width/ Mean Grain Penetration

System Stream Depth Size Channel of River (average)
(meters) (mm) (%)

Rio Grande Suspended load 1.44
(?)

Scioto Valley fill Ave. 87.2 1.67 35 20
(B)

Snake 152-381 1.05 11
(U)

South Platte Braided stream. Mixed 61 1.16 200 2.3 4
(M) to bedload.

Truckee
(U)

Anastomosing at flood
stage. Braided in single

1.1

channel at low flow.

* Data sources are listed in Table 2.
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====AppendixAppendix 3.3. DigitalDigital ModelingModeling Results:Results: GradientGradient .001.001 PenetrationPenetration 30%30%

Run Recharge Recharge Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Riverbed Underflow Base flow Input to
Conductivity Conductivity Conductivity Hydraulic Upstream End
Layer One Layer Two LayerThree Conductivity of Model

(in/yr) (cubic meters) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (cubic meters) (cubic meters) (cubic meters)

1) 0 0 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 10421000 3262000 13680000
2) 1.5 1990500 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 10651000 4794800 13460000
3) 3 3981000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 10880000 6327800 13230000
4) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 11338000 9394300 12770000
5) 7.5 9952400 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 11567000 10929000 12550000
6) 9 11943000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 11795000 12461000 12320000
7) 12 15924000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 12253000 15528000 11860000

8) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 1E-10 16001000 12602 8048000
9) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0000001 13325000 5429900 10790000
10) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.000001 11633000 8810400 12480000
11) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 11338000 9394300 12770000
12) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0001 11306000 94566(H) 12800000
13) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.001 11303000 9462900 12810000
14) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.01 11302000 9463500 12810000

15) 6 7962000 0.0000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 14519000 29985CX) 9558000
16) 6 7962000 0.000001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 13782000 4461700 10280000
17) 6 7962000 0.000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 11908(XX) 8258900 12210000
18) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 11338000 9394300 12770000
19) 6 7962000 0.00005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 10771000 10562000 13370000
20) 6 7962000 0.0001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 10708000 10759000 1351(XXX)
21) 6 7962000 0.0005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 10842000 11072000 13969000



==AppendixAppendix 3.3. (coin.)(com.) DigitalDigital ModelingModeling Results:Results: GradientGradient== .001.001 PenetrationPenetration 50%50%

Run Recharge Recharge Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Riverbed Underflow Baseflow Input to
Conductivity Conductivity Conductivity Hydraulic Upstream End
Layer One Layer Two Layer Three Conductivity of Model

(in/yr) (cubic meters) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (cubic meters) (cubic meters) (cubic meters)

22) 0 0 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 7350700 2538900 98893(H)
23) 1.5 1990500 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 7525200 4196400 9714000
24) 3 3981000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 7698400 5837100 9541 (XX)
25) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 8044700 9118600 9195200
26) 7.5 9952400 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 8217300 10760000 9022800
27) 9 11943000 0.00001 ().()()() 1 0.01 0.00001 8390100 12402000 8850200
28) 12 15924000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 8735600 15685000 8505200

29) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 1E-10 12574000 15917 4703300
30) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0000001 9695700 5820900 7569700
31) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.000001 8269600 8665000 8975300
32) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 8044700 9118600 9195200
33) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0001 8020500 9167300 9218700
34) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.001 8018100 9172200 9221100
35) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.01 8017800 9172600 9221300

36) 6 7962000 0.0000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 10882000 3408800 6360900
37) 6 7962000 0.000001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 10120000 4899700 71224CX)
38) 6 7962000 0.000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 8477500 8242500 8758700
39) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 8044700 9118600 9195200
40) 6 7962000 0.00005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 7659200 9983900 9679700
41) 6 7962000 0.0001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 7648000 10146000 9830700
42) 6 7962000 0.0005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 8016300 10549000 10605000
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== ==AppendixAppendix 3.3. (cont.)(cont.) DigitalDigital ModelingModeling Results:Results: GradientGradient .001;.001; PenetrationPenetration 70%70%

Run Recharge Recharge Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Riverbed Underflow Baseflow Input to
Conductivity Conductivity Conductivity Hydraulic Upstream End
Layer One Layer Two Layer Three Conductivity of Model

(in/yr) (cubic meters) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (cubic meters) (cubic meters) (cubic meters)

43) 0 0 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4355100 1648200 6003000
44) 1.5 1990500 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4473400 3402300 5886000
45) 3 3981000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4591500 5156700 5767000
46) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4827600 8665900 5528000
47) 7.5 9952400 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4945600 10420000 5418000
48) 9 11943000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 5063300 12179000 52970(H)
49) 12 15924000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 5298500 15684000 5056000

50)* 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 1E-10 9144400 23433 1206000
51) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0000001 5992600 6332800 4368000
52) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.000001 4969600 8382400 5388000
53) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4827600 8665900 5528000
54) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0001 4812800 8695200 5548000
55) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.001 4811300 8698100 5548000
56) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.01 4811100 8698400 5548000

57) 6 7962000 0.0000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 7082700 4105700 3228000
58) 6 7962000 0.000001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 6349400 5554700 3938000
59) 6 7962000 0.000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 5095200 8108400 5238000
60) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4827600 8665900 5528000
61) 6 7962000 0.00005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4639600 9200600 5878000
62) 6 7962000 0.0001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4683700 9322600 6048000
63) 6 7962000 0.0005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 5297800 9790200 7128000
* Abnormally high heads.
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--==AppendixAppendix 3.3. (cont.)(cont.) DigitalDigital ModelingModeling Results:Results: GradientGradient .0004;.(XX)4; PenetrationPenetration 30%30%

Run Recharge Recharge Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Riverbed Underflow Baseflow Input to
Conductivity Conductivity Conductivity Hydraulic Upstream End
Layer One LayerTwo Layer Three Conductivity of Model

(in/yr) (cubic meters) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (cubic meters) (cubic meters) (cubic meters)

64) 0 0 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 3193400 3253100 6446000
65) 1.5 1990500 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 3422500 4785900 6218000
66) 3 3981000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 3651500 6318800 5989000
67) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4109300 9384900 5528000
68) 7.5 9952400 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4338200 10918000 5308000
69) 9 11943000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4567000 12452(XX) 5077000
70) 12 15924000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 5024400 15518000 4616000

71)** 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 1E-10 8846200 12642 897000
72) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0000001 6091700 5426600 3558000
73) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.000001 4403600 8803100 5248000
74) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4109300 9384900 5528000
75) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0001 4077500 9447100 5558000
76) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.001 4074300 9453400 5568000
77) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.01 4074000 9454000 5568000

78)** 6 7962000 0.0000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 7274400 2991800 2308000
79) 6 7962000 0.000001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 6552900 4464000 3058000
80) 6 7962000 0.000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4678900 8257800 4978(XX)
81) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4109300 9384900 5528000
82) 6 7962(XX) 0.00005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 3530500 10542000 6108000
83) 6 7962(XX) 0.0001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 3446300 10738000 6218000
84) 6 7962000 0.0005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 3404800 11061000 6508000
** Small error due to outflow at upstream end.
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== ==
.AppendixApjxmdlix 3.3. (corn.)(corn.) DigitalDigital ModelingModeling Results:Results: GradientGradient ,(KK)4;,(KK)4; PenetrationPenetration :50%50% .

Run Recharge Recharge Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Riverbed Underflow Bascflow Input to
Conductivity Conductivity Conductivity Hydraulic Upstream End
Layer One Layer Two Layer Three Conductivity of M(xlcl

(in/yr) (cubic meters) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (cubic meters) (cubic meters) (cubic meters)

85) 0 0 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 2202200 2488900 46910(H)
86) 1.5 1990500 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 23855(H) 4112900 4508000
87) 3 3981000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 2568800 57371(H) 4325(HH)
88) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 29349(H) 89862(H) 39580(H)
89) 7.5 99524(X) 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 3117900 10611000 3778000
90) 9 l1943000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 3300700 12236000 3597000
91) 12 159240(H) 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 3666200 15486(HH) 3226000

92) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 1E-10 8005400 15956 59000
93) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0000001 4542200 5772500 2348000
94) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.000001 3159300 8582000 3778000
95) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 2934900 8986200 3958000
96) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0001 2911800 9033200 3978000
97) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.001 2909400 90365(H) 3988000
98) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.01 2909200 9037000 39880(H)

99)** 6 7962000 0.0000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 10882000 34088(H) 1147000
100)** 6 7962000 0.000001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 10120000 48997(H) 1898000
101) 6 7962000 0.000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 8477500 8242500 3538000
102) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 8044700 9118600 39580(H)
103) 6 7962000 0.00005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 7659200 9983900 4398000
104) 6 7962000 0.0001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 7648000 101460(H) 4508000
105) 6 7962000 0.0005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 8016300 10549000 4948000
** Small error due to outflow at upstream end.
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== ==AppendixAppendix 3.3. (cont.)(cont.) DigitalDigital ModelingModeling Results:Results: GradientGradient .0004;.0004; PenetrationPenetration 70%70%

Run Recharge Recharge

(in/yr) (cubic meters)

Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Riverbed Underflow Baseflow Input to
Conductivity Conductivity Conductivity Hydraulic Upstream End
Layer One Layer Two Layer Three Conductivity of Model
(meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (cubic meters) (cubic meters) (cubic meters)

106)
107)
108)
109)
110)
111)
112)

0
1.5
3
6
7.5
9
12

0
1990500
3981000
7962000
9952400
11943000
15924000

0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001

0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001

1265300
1395100
1524800
1783900
1913300
2042600
2301000

1614100
3344500
5075200
8537200
10269000
12000000
15463000

2879900
2749700
2619600
2359800
2230000
2100300
1841200

113)*
114)
115)
116)
117)
118)
119)

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7962000
7962000
7962000
7962000
7962000
7962000
7962000

0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001

0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

1E-10
0.0000001
0.000001
0.00001
0.0001
0.001
0.01

7908300
2914200
1920700
1783900
1769800
1768400
1768200

23498
6278200
8266100
8537200
8566100
8568900
8569200

0
1238400
2225000
2359600
2373800
2375200
2375300

120)*
121)*
122)
123)
124)
125)
126)

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7962000
7962000
7962000
7962000
7962000
7962000
7962000

0.0000005
0.000001
0.000005
0.00001
0.00005
0.0001
0.0005

0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001

4102200
3278700
2047900
1783900
1556700
1536900
1629200

4089900
5525100
8004200
8537200
9056900
9181200
9674300

247450
861660
2090300
2359800
2651000
2755100
3340900

* Small error due to outflow at upstream end. Also
abnormally high heads.
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==AppendixAppendix 3.3. (cont.)(cont.) DigitalDigital ModelingModeling Results:Results: GradientGradient == .0002;.0002; PenetrationPenetration 30%30%

Run Recharge Recharge Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Riverbed Underflow Baseflow Input to
Conductivity Conductivity Conductivity Hydraulic Upstream End
Layer One Layer Two Layer Three Conductivity of Model

(in/yr) (cubic meters) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (cubic meters) (cubic meters) (cubic meters)

127)** 0 0 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 838000 3293800 4137500
128)** 1.5 1990500 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1010100 48267(H) 38513(H)
129)** 3 3981000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1197400 6359600 35808(H)
130)** 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1654000 94260(H) 31222(H)
131)** 7.5 99524(H) 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1882800 10959000 28934(H)
132) 9 11943000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 2111500 124930(H) 2664800
133) 12 15924000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 2569000 15560000 2207600

134)* 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 1E-10 7897400 12775 641.35
135)** 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0000001 3658700 5444400 1170200
136) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.000001 1948900 8840800 2829600
137) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1654000 9426000 3122200
138) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0001 1622300 9488800 3153700
139) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.001 1619200 9495100 3156900
140) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.01 1618800 9495800 3157200

141)* 6 7962000 0.0000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 5303300 3011400 385280
142)* 6 7962000 0.000001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4243900 4466100 841060
143) 6 7962000 0.000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 2221500 8272700 2557600
144) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1654000 9426000 3122200
145) 6 7962000 0.00005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1085800 10575000 3702900
146) 6 7962000 0.0001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1008600 10801000 3852000
147) 6 7962000 0.0005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 944210 11122000 4109500
* Abnormally high heads.
** Small error due to outflow at upstream end or inflow at downstream end.
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== ==AppendixAppendix 3.3. (cont.)(cont.) DigitalDigital ModelingModeling Results:Results: GradientGradient .0002;.0002; PenetrationPenetration 50%50%

Run Recharge Recharge Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Riverbed Underflow Base flow Input to
Conductivity Conductivity Conductivity Hydraulic Upstream End
Layer One Layer Two Layer Three Conductivity of Model

(in/yr) (cubic meters) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (cubic meters) (cubic meters) (cubic meters)

148)** 0 0 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 546130 2519900 3068600
149)** 1.5 1990500 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 669810 41434(H) 28252(H)
150)** 3 3981000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 816430 5767000 26048(H)
151)** 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1179400 9014800 22343(H)
152)** 7.5 9952400 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1362500 10639000 2051000
153) 9 11943000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1545700 12263000 1867800
154) 12 15924000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1912000 15512000 15017(H)

155)* 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 1E-10 7877500 15974 0
156)** 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0000001 2850400 5787700 691320
157) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.000001 1398000 8579400 2017100
158) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1179400 9014800 2234300
159) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0001 1156200 9060900 22573(H)
160) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.001 1153900 9065600 22596(H)
161) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.01 1153700 9066000 2259900

162)* 6 7962000 0.0000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 4600900 3403900 73981
163)** 6 79620(H) 0.000001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 3422000 4865400 397220
164)** 6 7962000 0.000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1601600 8157500 18124(H)
165)** 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1179400 9014800 22343(H)
166)** 6 7962000 0.00(X)5 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 770690 9859600 2675400
167)** 6 7962(XX) 0.0001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 720250 10030000 2784700
168)** 6 7962000 0.0005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 673520 10450000 3164000
* Abnormally high heads.
** Small error due to outflow at upstream end or inflow at downstream end.
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==
.AppendixAppendix 3.3. (com.) DigitalDigital ModelingModeling Results:Results: GradientGradient== .0002; PenetrationPenetration(cont.) ,(XK)2; 70%70% .

Run Recharge Recliargc Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Riverbed Underflow Baseflow Input to
Conductivity Conductivity Conductivity Hydraulic Upstream End
Layer One Layer Two Layer Three Conductivity of Model

(in/yr) (cubic meters) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (meters/sec.) (cubic meters) (cubic meters) (cubic meters)

169)** 0 0 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 291120 1642100 1926600
170)** 1.5 1990500 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 371260 3365600 1739800
171)** 3 3981000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 474980 5089300 1580900
172) 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 735370 8537400 1316500
173) 6 9952400 0.00001 0 0001 0.01 0.00001 866450 10262000 1 1855(H)
174) 9 11943000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 998190 11998000 1053500
175)** 12 15924000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1260400 15455000 791490

176)* 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 1E-10 7907900 23553 0
177)** 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0000001 1938200 6276400 271180
178)** 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.000001 871970 8270400 1180500
179)** 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 735370 8537400 1316500
180)** 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.0001 721260 85662(H) 1330500
181)** 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.001 719840 8569100 1331900
182)** 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.01 719700 8569400 1332100

183)* 6 7962000 0.0000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 3846500 4092500 11.2
184)* 6 7962000 0.000001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 2493300 5520400 89700
185)** 6 7962000 0.000005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 1000700 8001900 1048700
186)** 6 7962000 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 735370 8537400 1316500
187)** 6 7962000 0.00005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 495780 9072000 1595300
188)** 6 7962000 0.0001 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 459580 9202600 1683400
189)** 6 7962000 0.0005 0.0001 0.01 0.00001 439320 9684700 2161900
* Abnormally high heads.
** Small error due to outflow at upstream end or inflow at downstream end.
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